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Abstract

The development of urban projects covers several issues, resulting in always facing different 
challenges with the biggest being the humans themselves. In that sense, with the rapid 
evolution of technology and globalization, we humans have lost the conversation between 
our body and our built environment. For that reason, it is important to establish a dialogue 
with a common language that can speak to today’s body. In our contemporary cities the 
dialogue happens in the way of how we live and experience the places we use. Using water 
as a critical element of our urban spaces, its experience and metaphysical nature plays a 
big role in the phenomenology of architectural understanding. It means, the importance of 
designing spaces that influence the outer body senses that both obtain and give meaning to 
its surroundings leading to a psychological sense of place. In other words, the body is the main 
generator of design and this thesis explores its dialogue with the environment through water 

as an important element of architecture.

The Terminal Baths

Re-engaging man with surroundings 
through the phenomenology of water

“The responsibility of an architect is to create a sense of order, a sense of place, a sense of relationship.”

— Richard Meier



Research Questions

Why are we disconnected from our environments?

Why did phenomenological architecture disappear?

How can water reconnect us to our surroundings and inhabit it?

What are the lived experiences of waterscapes and how it impacts the 
wellbeing through senses and the role of aesthetics in landscapes?
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Like any living relationship, man also builds a relationship with his non living surroundings. This relationship has lasted throughout 
history with many ups and downs. But it was always the main role of architects and planners to maintain this connection and 
dialogue between being and the built environment. As technology is developing nowadays, our contemporary cities are highly 
influenced as people are being restricted from their environment and producing a feeling of alienation while architecture should 
be steadier and positively contribute towards the proper integration of man and the surroundings. To improve the engagement 
amongst people and their surroundings, planners should be thinking about the entire lived experience, obtaining harmony and 
a more significant relationship between man and his surroundings.

The understanding of architecture is above all visual and kinaesthetic awareness for a person with all his / her senses involved. 
Hearing, scent, and sensory stimuli, including visual and physical senses, are not just bodily features but also abilities that can be 
learned. Certain places are designed to instantly embrace and activate our senses once we approach the space. Even the structure 
and the materials used are related to the space’s tone, lighting and temperature. This results in the sense of connectivity among 
people, spaces and objects and is achieved through the quality of the architect’s work. 

Through my thesis, I discuss the theory of Phenomenology in architecture through the eyes of theorists and designers, studying 
the different reasons that led to the extinction of phenomenological architecture in Contemporary cities. In addition to that, 
presenting the different perceptions of our built environment and their impact on the human’s life and health and how water 
being a flexible form could be used differently to reunite man to his surroundings.

Water is an important element in our environment and thus is important in urban, architectural, and landscape design. It also 
has a strong relationship with human beings through all senses. In addition, this thesis explores the potentials of water qualities 
as an expressive element in landscape and architecture to create poetic spaces. These explorations help in obtaining a language 
of form depending on the phenomenology of water.

Nowadays, Barcelona is one of the most attractive cities for tourists around the world. Reclaiming the beaches after the industrial 
revolution, not only provided places for tourists to swim but also allowed residents to have access to the sea which has major 
effect on their health and wellbeing. Therefore, opening more areas to the sea and introducing safer areas for swimming and 
experiencing the water through the different senses has been an important challenge to the city.

A project proposal tends to transform the existing ferry terminal car park area to a public water park providing a stage for water 
to perform, communicating and entertaining the users of the space. The design tests the hypothesis and demonstrates how 
one can be reattached to his/her environment through the phenomenological qualities of water when integrated in design. The 
successive redesign of the site aims for the expression of the changing borders. In contrast to infilling water to increase land, the 
site is developed by removing land to reclaim water. It acts as an urban courtyard, giving a new identity and function to the site. 
Through the design and the movement pattern in different spatial zones, the project aims to maximize the dramatic impact of 
water.

Introduction





The Relationship 
between Man and 
Surroundings1
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Understanding Sense of Place through Phenomenology

When relating a volume or space to place attachment, it can be described as the emotional bond between people and a particular place. Therefore, place attachment can 
be identified as place and the experience of place. This contributes to the emergence of the ‘sense of place’ that attaches our bodies to our surroundings and make us feel 
that we belong to it. Therefore, sense of place consists of behavioral, emotional and cognitive dimensions.

Talking about the sense of place, we start to lean towards the phenomenological understanding of a space in our world. Phenomenologically, a place is any location 
through which actions, experiences, meanings and intentions work together spatially. Thus, place is not a physical environment independent from its inhabitants, rather, 
the combined unnoticed phenomenon of people-experiencing-place. So, definition of place can be a metaphysical assumption in phenomenology where people and their 
worlds are integrally connected.

To understand this existential interconnectedness accurately, phenomenologists have increasingly turned to the phenomenon of place. From a phenomenological point of 
view, place has both a theoretical and practical power offering a way to articulate the experienced wholeness of people-in-world. This is referred to as lifeworld—the taken 
for granted everyday world that is normally unnoticed and thus concealed as a phenomenon.

As a phenomenon related to human life, place combines lifeworlds together spatially and environmentally, forming a human meaning that help make place. To study place 
attachment, the reality of human being is involved in human-being-in-place suggesting that any emotional bond between people and environment requires a descriptive 
language arising from the relationship through the bonding process.

Place attachment is dependent on other aspects of place like the cultural qualities, relative rootedness in place, social involvement, quality of life, environmental aesthetics, 
individual and group interaction with place etc. It is part of a broader lived synergy in which the various human and environmental dimensions of place reciprocally impel 
and sustain each other.

The condition where a person feels completely at home and immersed in a place feeling the strong bond is not noticed until the place has significantly changed and stopped 
feeling inhabitable or alienated to the surrounding. Therefore, one suddenly realizes how integral habitual regularity and routine are to his or her day-to-day life. In addition, 
because the taken-for-grantedness of one‘s place is shifted in some way, he or she may experience some degree of non-belonging and emotional distress ranging from 
annoyance to depression, fear, or sadness.

However, place interaction refers to the typical events in a place. It can be related to the daily life in a place involving more or less regular actions, behaviors, situations, and 
events that unfold in the typical days, weeks, and seasons of a place. Interaction is important to place because it allows users to carry out their everyday lives and the place 
starts gaining activity and a sense of environmental presence. Individual actions and interpersonal exchanges merge together spatially through bodily involvement through 
all senses and social encounters grounded in place. Thus, place interaction as a process is rooted in the phenomenological meaning of spaces that we experience through 
our senses resulting in the lived experience of a place.
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Phenomenology as a Theory - Relationship chemistry

The term started in the 18th century and was firstly used by Juhann Heinrich Lambert referring to the theory of illusion and its diversity. Thus, phenomenology in philosophy 
can be considered as a departure point going into different directions leading to different destinations. Moreover, the main task of philosophy in architecture is to question 
and rethink architecture that has been taken for granted providing us with new ways  in the current situation.

According to psychological studies, one’s interaction with the surroundings affects their own image. The panorama of experiences captured from the environment, shapes 
the sense of identity gained over lifetime interaction with the real world. In this manner, one’s environment forms a part of one’s biography in the way that the environment 
shapes their personality over time.

Referring to our daily relations, this represents the starting stage of a relation when we start knowing about each other and building a chemistry that connects us together.

It is not possible to treat phenomenology as a system or movement. This study is not philosophical but rather architectural. Hence the main focus is on the following 
phenomenologists related to their significance in the field:

Husserl - the origin of phenomenology
Heidegger - a reliable reference for many phenomenological architects
Merleau-Ponty - an addition to Husserl’s theory
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Engagement through living encounters

In the beginning of the 20th century Edmund Husserl introduced phenomenology as a new radical way of philosophy reviving it from the abstract metaphysics to contact 
with matters themselves through the lived experience. His understanding of phenomenology depends on the essence of consciousness meaning that all experiences are 
conscious by the subject experiencing it, what he calls it ‘intentionality’.

It is important to return to the things themselves without dealing with the actual concern of them as in physics. In this way, it does not stop at appearance but rather pursue 
it’s essence. Husserl described phenomenology as a presuppositionless science. It aims to return what is directly given which is not a scientific presupposition but is given in 
our intuition. He believes that it is necessary to eliminate all our natural sciences and beliefs that contribute to the presuppositions, as he calls it ‘reduction’.

Husserl refers to 2 different terms distinguishing between the ‘physical body’ (bones and organs) and the ‘living body’ (everyday life). Therefore, we engage with 
environment based on lived encounter and not only our physical engagement. In this way, we sense both our physical body while falling due to gravity and also our living 
body when we pass through different portals or doors. Hence, our ‘lived bodiliness’ makes us an actor of the world and our perception is the lived experience perception. 
In this way we experience our surrounding space in relation to our body. Naturally, the world stands before our sight and we live in everyday. This world consists of spaces 
and temporal objects around us and we are the reference center of this world while everything around changes in their relation to our body. Hence, a ‘life world’ is created.

The ‘life world’ is phenomenological structure containing all our experiences consisted in our consciousness. 

“Although different societies have different outlooks and different ways of understanding nature, Husserl believed that a more basic interrogation of these cultural 
differences revealed the invariant structure of the life-world. In fact, in Husserl‘s more generative investigations, it is clear that there is not one single life-world for Husserl, 
but a set of interesting or overlapping worlds, beginning from the world which is the home world‘ (Heimwelt), and extending to other worlds which are farther away,foreign‘ 
or alien worlds‘, the worlds of other cultures etc”1 

According to him, every mental process depends on a set of possibilities constructing the horizon of our experience. An object is not perceived isolated but rather within a 
surrounding environment that acts as it’s background, all that in relation to our body resulting in the ‘horizon of the horizons’. 

Hence the ‘life world’ is our everyday life with all the natural and man made phenomenas that we as human beings live. 

1 Moran, D. “Introduction to phenomenology. London and New York: Routledge Moustakas, C.(1994). Phenomenological research methods.” (2000).

Fig.1  Edmund Gustav Albrecht Husserl, a German philosopher who established the school of phenomenology.

“To begin with, we 
put the proposition: 
pure phenomenology 
is the science of pure 
consciousness.”

Edmund Husserl
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Self-manifestaion of spaces

Heidegger tried to continue with the notion of returning to the things themselves, but went beyond it and regected Husserl’s idealism. He concentrated on the ‘being’ 
while husserl concentrated on the consciousness. Heidegger deals with phenomenology as a ‘concept of method’ stating that  “The expression ‘phenomenology‘ signifies 
primarily a methodological conception. This expression does not characterize the what of the objects of philosophical research as subject-matter, but rather the how of 
that research”.1 

Phenomenology consists of 2 components which are the ‘phenomenon’ and ‘logos’. These terms are derived from the greek expressions ‘phainomenon’ and ‘logos’. 
‘Phainomenon’ refers to showing itself or manifesting itself as he believes that phenomenology is considered self-manifestation. Thus, beings show themselves depending 
on how we approach them, this is called ‘seeming’. While, ‘logos’ to the speech that lets something to be seen. For Heidegger, the intention of phenomenology is to manifest 
how matters manifest themselves. Thus, phenomenology is considered a new way of seeing without any realistic or idealistic presuppositions.

Heidegger’s most important concern is the question of being. Moreover, he states 3 prejudices that encourage the questioning of being: ‘Being’ as a universal concept; 
second, ‘Being’ as indefinable; and ‘Being’ as a self-evident concept. He argues that philosophy has neglected the main understanding of being and considered them in 
relation to a subject. This has resulted in eliminating the difference between being and beings and started treating being as beings.

Heidegger opposed the traditional opinions on space, absolute, relational and Kanthian theories and hence established his own opinion. According to the absolute theory, 
space is independent of other things and acts as a container where events take place without relating to them. Relational space cannot be excluded from its objects and as 
a result there is no space without the existence of its objects. Hence, both these theories has stated that space is a physical or objective reality. For Kant space perception is 
related to the human mind representing things in an outer sense. However, Heidegger believes that these theories have separated an object from a subject while his theory 
is a theory of ‘lived space’ based on the involvement in the environment. Therefore, space is manifested to us as:

- World-space: close to the absolute theory of space stating that entities in world space are considered independent of their containing space.
- Region: the character of ‘nearness’ that is not mathematically measurable but rather determined by usage. The body helps us understand distance and proximity along 
with coordination such as above, below Etc.. In mathematical measuring this character is reduced to numbers and are isolated.
- De-distancing and directionality: “De-distancing means making distance disappear, making the being at a distance of something disappear, bringing it near”2 . and with 
bringing near, there is a need for direction towards. Thus, they form the spatiality of ‘being’.

Heidegger defines the thingness of a thing through 3 interpretations. The first, things are defined by their characteristics and properties. Second, things that are perceived 
through the different senses. Third, thing is a formed matter. All that define the thingness of a thing without manifestation. The first is seeing the thing from far, the second 
is feeling the thing physically on us and the third is too broad to identify the thingness.

1 Heidegger, Martin. “Being and Time, trans.” Joan Stambaugh (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996) 235 (1996).
2 Ibid

Fig.2  Martin Heidegger, a German philosopher and a seminal thinker in the Continental tradition of philosophy
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Heidegger says that a work of art and architecture will die when moved from its original place. He insists that there is a strong relationship between art and it’s environment 
and world that is rooted in the situation.

As an example the Greek temple to explain this theory.

This building does not represent something but it contains the figure of god. While god is not represented, the temple is the realm of his presence.

It is developed on the integration of paths and relations rooted in the world of the historical people. Therefore. It is not isolated but rather connected to it’s context.

Heidegger relates to the building as standing ‘there’ emphasizing on the fact that the temple is not placed anywhere but ‘there’ in its original place. Thus, there refers to 
the characteristics that make it in place.

The temple is also physically related to its environment resting on a rocky ground against storm appreciating the grace of the sun. Thus it is physically linked to the 
environment manifesting earth.

As a result of all these relations, a new landscape evolves where things are given their own look through the temple work.

Fig.3  The Parthenon, a former temple on the Athenian Acropolis, Greece, dedicated to the goddess Athena, 447 BC
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Place over space

Heidegger prioritizes places over spaces. He classifies space into: ‘spatium’ consisting of the positions with measurable distance reducing space to abstract intervals and 
’extensio’ as an abstracted three-dimensionality. 1 

“We always go through spaces in such a way that we already experience them by staying constantly with near and remote locations and things. When I go toward the door 
of the lecture hall, I am already there, and I could not go to it at all if I were not such that I am there. I am never here only, as this encapsulated body; rather, I am there, that 
is, I already pervade the room, and only thus can I go through it”

Thus building is a way to develop locations to allow spaces. Therefore, Heidegger is against the current visions on art and space because they lack the experience of place 
and region. The things themselves are consider places similar to how a sculpture manifests itself as a place. Hence a sculpture is not taking up space but rather it is a space 
itself.

In his opinion emptiness is not a failure but rather it is an opportunity to gather and contain something into it. Therefore it is not nothing as it invites something into it.

“Sculpture: an embodying bringing-into-the-work of places, and with them a disclosing of regions of possible dwellings for man, possible tarrying of things surrounding 
and concerning man. 
Sculpture: the embodiment of the truth of Being in its work of instituting places.” 

Now, if we substitute sculpture with architectural work in the last lines of the text, we may catch the essence of Heidegger‟s thought:

Architectural work: an embodying bringing-into-the-work of places, and with them a disclosing of regions of possible dwellings for man, possible tarrying of things 
surrounding and concerning man. 

Architectural work: the embodiment of the truth of Being in its work of instituting places.”2

1 Heidegger, Martin. “Basic writings: from Being and time (1927) to The task of thinking (1964).” (1977).
2 Shirazi, Mohammadreza. “Architectural theory and practice, and the question of phenomenology (the contribution of Tadao Ando to the phenomenological 
discourse).” (2010).

Fig.4  Heidegger’s hut

“Only if we are capable of 
dwelling, only then can we build.”

— Martin Heidegger
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Body as the center of the world

Merleau- Ponty insists that phenomenology is the study of essence and consciousness, putting essence back into existence understanding man and world. According to 
him, phenomenology is returning to the things themselves and our reflective experience relying on our experience and wold of perception. We are considered as the 
object within the subjective world. Thus, he brings down phenomenology from pure consciousness to a concrete life. In this way, Merleau-Ponty adds an existential sense 
to Husserl’s theory.

Science treats everything as objects neglecting living in things. Therefore, science explains while phenomenology describes. “It is a matter of describing, not of explaining 
or analyzing”1 . Moreover, art has an original attitude towards the world and displays things through looking without pre-suppositions.

In his essay ‘Eye and Mind’ he explains his opinion on scientific thinking as:
“Scientific thinking. a thinking which looks on from above, and thinks of the object-in-general, must return to the ‘there is‘ which underlies it; to the site, the soil of the 
sensible and opened world such as it is in our life and for our body .. that actual body I call mine … Further, associated bodies must be brought forward along with my body 
…”2 

Merleau-Ponty argues with the Cartesian dualism of body and soul saying that it leads to a point where the subject (soul, consciousness and culture) is served by the object 
(body, world and nature). He says that a body is not an object, and his awareness of it is not just a thought, so it cannot be separated but rather united.

There is a difference between the physical and living body interweaving the body to the world. Thus, the body is the center of it’s world, as it gets life, it gives life to the 
world. Our experience of the world is not separate from the world itself. Our body and its movement provide the perception of the world uniting it to my bodily experience.

We do not occupy space but rather we inhabit it. Therefore, space is not a container that I exist in but in fact I am the space that I live and inhabit. We experience things 
around us according to our orientation such that the body is the ‘zero point’. Hence, our body is the departing point of our world perception.

Perception is perceiving something in its background in its relationship to the way it exists in the world. In every perception there is a participation of social and spatial 
situation, meanings, feelings and thoughts.

Thus, we cannot interpret architecture as  independent of a life-world. Moreover, seeing something is engaging into the world of other beings displayed to me in a horizon. 
“To see is to enter a universe of beings which ‘display themselves‘… In other words, to look at an object is to inhabit it, and from this habitation to grasp all things in terms 
of the aspect which they present it”. Hence, looking means perceiving in a field of interrelated things.

To sum up, Merleau-Pontys “phenomenology of perception‟ intends to show that “perception is not imposition – whether of an objective datum on a passive subject or a 
subjective structure on an external object – but rather, pre-reflective communication (‘dialogue‘) between the perceived world and the perceiving body- subject”3 

1 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. “Phenomenology of Perception. London and New York.” Routledge 5 (1962): 15180.
2 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. The primacy of perception: And other essays on phenomenological psychology, the philosophy of art, history, and politics. North-
western University Press, 1964.
3 Langer, Monika M. Merleau-Ponty’s” Phenomenology of perception”: a guide and commentary. Springer, 1989.
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Fig.5  Maurice Jean Jacques Merleau-Ponty, French phenomenological philosopher, strongly influenced by Edmund Husserl

“We know not through our 
intellect but through our 

experience.”

— Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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Phenomenology in Architectural Practice - Bonding

The theory of phenomenology in architecture was developed as a new radical way of thinking that brings philosophy back. It stresses on engaging the subjective and 
emotional aspects of our being through designs implemented in the concrete experience and fulfilling the desires of people, site and context.

Phenomenology in architecture is the manipulation of space, material, and light and shadow to create a memorable encounter of being inside a space and stresses on 
the reality of being in the world through an impact on the human senses. This intends to develop a unique experience of the phenomena of space, light and form. It is 
the responsibility of the architect to design experiences than designing objects. The theory of phenomenology depends on implementing senses into design to produce 
experiential, architectural spaces. It targets experience that is beyond tangible, but rather observed and perceived and thus, building a sense of memory that attaches us 
to a place.

In the sense of our relationships, this is the phase where we bond after understanding each other. Hence, the chemistry when found in the relationship, we start creating 
memories and developing feelings attracting and attaching us to each other.

For Husserl, phenomenology is ―” the reflective study of the essence of consciousness as experienced from the first-person point of view.”

Phenomenology theory has developed the human experience beginning with the sense/stimulus: the senses work with memory, memory is connected to one’s capacity of 
perception, which impacts then perception, which then impacts one’s capacity to comprehend and experience space and being. By looking at phenomenology in this light, 
it gives a chance to the architect to engage with the movement through the senses. Architects design to involve movement through the senses. Pictures of memory formed, 
and the movement is set into motion through different conditions of light, sound, smell, touch and taste triggering signals that are transferred to the mind connecting us 
to the environment. 

Fig.6  Senses in Architecture Collage
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This theory is different from rationalism as it insists on quality based on its 
effect on the sensitivity of human perception, rather than a mechanical sense 
of reason and tectonics. Phenomenology is directly linked to the consciousness 
without relating to any theories or categories that can be studied through 
natural science or psychology.

When talking about phenomenology, it refers not only to the physical 
environment controlled by designers that consist of the tangible and visible 
features, but also the ambient environment that is mostly ignored by architects 
nowadays that consist of the intangible features sensed through our sensory 
organs such as smell, sound and illumination. Thus, these features have major 
reflective effects on mood, behavior, and physical wellbeing and later the overall 
experience of space on the users.

Major arguments by phenomenological theorists like Alberto Pérez-Gómez, 
Peter Zumthor and Steven Holl consider that the sensory experience between 
an architectural object and those who encounter it should be critical and 
complimentary.

Pérez-Gómez expresses the origination of architectural program through human 
perception and sensual experience when he suggests:
“[The human body] is the locus of all formulations about the world; it not 
only occupies space and time but consist of spatiality and temporality… its 
experience is therefore ‘geometrical’”. 

This builds the importance of place making through sensory observance. 
Initially, the combination of space, material and light design features creates a 
sensory observation for the person and then they develop an understanding of 
space. Moreover, material is the tactile form of phenomenology that facilitates 
memory. In this way, Zumthor often describes some of his most vivid memories 
through the expression of texture and material.

Architecture through sensory stimulation, empowers the identity with the 
world and allows users to experience their being completely embodied. This 
approach promotes awareness of one’s self and experiencing the physical body 
in the world.

The most influential architects in this field are discussed in this chapter. 
Noreberg-Schulz, believed in the Heideggerean theory of phenomenology and 
took it as his departure point to understand architecture. Juhani Pallasmaa 
and Steven Holl are more Merleau-Pontean who wrote and used his thoughts 
as concepts in their works. Lastly, Kenneth Frampton established his ideas of 
critical regionalism giving importance to tectonics which were all influenced by 
the Critical theory of Frankfurt school

Fig.7  Diagram of the human mind, from Robert Fludd (1574-1637), Utriusque cosmic 
maioris scilicet et minoris metaphysica 1617-21

Fig.8  Process of experiencing
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Place making through meaning

Noreberg-Schulz followed Marting Heidegger’s theory of ‘being and time’ understanding that everything is a reciprocal mirroring and that every experience has a 
precognition. This precognition gives meaning to our environment.

Norberg-Schulz deals with phenomenology as a method concerning the possible world experiences independent of the previous encounters, but rather a path that captures 
the meanings of world of life. He says that Husserl’s ‘life-world’ refers to the directly present and experienced concrete world which gives us this natural and precognitive 
experience to capture ‘the things themselves’.

He states that life-world is a world of character and meaning and not of sensations as phenomenology “approaches things with that same naturalness with which they 
present themselves, and therefore not as separate entities, but as manifestations of an essentiality or a way of being, which can only be understood in relation to other 
ways of being, and which persists over the passage of time, without any loss of identity”1. Phenomenology approaches things in their context with their relationship without 
isolating them. However, the life-world combines man-made and natural phenomena while phenomenology analyzes the place through them.

Being in the world is considered the point of departure in phenomenology uniting both the subject and the object. However, Norberg-Schulz believes that phenomenology 
is embedded in seeing. “‘Seeing’ means, above all, recognizing something as something”2 emphasizing on the thingness and its recognition. Hence, he explains that in order 
to recognize something we should have a fore conception, as we visit a place, we can recognize differences but no distinguish them.

Moreover, he says that buildings occur as a part of their context representing the world in which we live in and participating in the world they belong to, hence they all shape 
the world that we experience. Our daily life consists of both tangible and intangible phenomenas like feelings.

There is a distinct character to every space giving it the meaning of place. Therefore, it is the task of the architects to transform a space in a site into a place.

“The making of places we call architecture. Through building man gives meanings concrete presence and he gathers buildings to visualize and symbolize his form of life as 
a totality. Thus his everyday life-world becomes a meaningful home where he can dwell”3 

The relationship between man-made and natural happens through 3 ways:
Man visualizes his nature understanding through building. In this way when nature is centralized, man builds around it or when it gives direction, man builds a path.
Man should compliment the existing situation add what it is lacking.
Man symbolizes this understanding in the form of building transforming it into a cultural object.

Thus, we require a phenomenology from within, a phenomenology that unlocks the door and approaches the within. A phenomenology that is essential to interiority, walks 
through interior spaces, and experiences it from within. Phenomenology from within to within will be a complement to Phenomenology from outside will lead to a true, 
comprehensive and articulated understanding of the work of architecture as ‘lived, not as ‘seen’.

1 Norberg-Schulz, Christian. “Architecture Presence, Language and Place.” (2000).
2 Norberg-Schulz, C. H. R. I. S. T. I. A. N. “Nightlands: Nordic Building, trans. Thomas McQuillan.” (1996).
3 Norberg-Schulz, Christian, and Genius Loci. “Towards a phenomenology of architecture.” Rizzoli, New York (1980).
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“To dwell means to belong to 
a given place.”
— Christian Norberg-Schulz

Fig.9  Christian Norberg-Schulz, Norwegian architect, Author, educator and architectural theorist. 
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‘Genius loci’ - Spirit of place

An ancient Roman belief indicating that “every being has its ‘genius’, its guardian spirit. This spirit gives life to people and places, accompanies them from birth to death, 
and determines their character”1 . In this way ancient man experienced his environment through his ‘genii’.

In order to capture the genius of a place, it has to be identified. “To identify with a place primarily means to be open to its character or ‘genius loci’, and to have a place 
in common means to share the experience of the local character. To respect the place, finally, means to adapt new buildings to this character”2 . This can be fulfilled by 
architecture. “Architecture means to visualize the ’genius loci’, and the task of the architect is to create meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell”3 

Genius loci consist of 2 connotations:
Meaning: the subject aspect “The ‘meaning’ of any object consists in its relationships to other objects, that is, it consists in what the object ‘gathers’. A thing is a thing by 
virtue of its gathering”
Structure: the object aspect indicating the formal properties of the relationship.

Thus ‘genius loci’ possesses a distinct character in the concrete architecture. “Such a character is never simple, and in our time it is certainly full of complexities and 
contradictions, but this does not mean that it is without structure or meaning”4 

While places change forever and can not have a set structure; they do not automatically change their “genius loci” and remain the same. Thus, only time can cancel by the 
“genius loci.” Places maintain their existence over a certain span of time as “stabilitas loci,” and the spiritual contents of the human race stay the same throughout a large 
period of time. Genius loci is consisted in the location, space configuration and its characteristics.

In general, ‘Genius loci’ wanders the surrounding, looking at buildings from outside, flying over the environment coming closer and further from the building. Hence, we 
can say that ‘Genius loci’ is aerial.

Inspired by this idea, Sweden based visual artist, Anastasia Savinova, designed a series of collages capturing the spirit of cities. Titled “Genius Loci,” these collages 
combines characteristics of many buildings around each city creating a big house, visualizing the atmosphere, and the feeling of each place. 

Savinova starts with identifying the differences and similarities between spaces in various cities. Then taking pictures while travelling around buildings, experiencing 
the culture, and understanding the daily life in order to recreate the feeling of the place. These observations are finally transformed into large-scale collages using the 
photographs representing the feeling as a whole.

Each picture expresses the essence and the experience of a visited site. Encounters on the streets and spaces are a rich source of visual information including 
characteristics like; form, color and texture; at the same time, all the encountered environments contain something intangible. In relation to the roman definition of 
genius loci; in contemporary usage, it refers to location’s specific atmosphere and the way it is experienced. These works aim to balance between real and imaginary 
spaces, maintaining the memory and the spirit of the Place.

1 NORBERGSCHULZ, Christian. “Kahn, Heidegger and the language of architecture.” Oppositions 18 (1979): 29-47.
2 Norberg-Schulz, Christian. “The concept of dwelling on the way to figurative architecture.” (1985).
3 Norberg-Schulz, Christian, and Genius Loci. “Towards a phenomenology of architecture.” Rizzoli, New York (1980).
4 Schulz, Christian Norberg. Existence, space & architecture. Studio Vista, 1971.
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Fig.10  Genius Loci, Anastasia Savinova

Genius loci / France / Paris

Genius loci / Italy / 2011

Genius loci / Spain / Collage

Genius loci / Middle east / Collage
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Fig.11  Kenneth Brian Frampton,  British architect, critic and historian

Tactility and regionalism

Frampton rarely mentions phenomenology and he never claimed himself as a phenomenologist, but his texts have always appreciated the phenomenological way of 
perceiving things highlighting its themes and concerns. 

Frampton invested his focus into regionalism, interpreting the commitment to a place rather than a space. Therefore, regionalism is rooted in the place as the dominant 
factor of architecture resisting the universality of the Megapolis that reduces the environment to its simplest form. Space comes from the Latin term ‘spatium’ conveying 
the abstract meaning which contrasts with the experienced nature of place.

Frampton highlights the importance of touch against sight in the perception of forms and this reminds us of the capacity of the body in reading the environment, while the 
priority of sight is related to the universal technology. In this way, he explains the sense of nearness through the tactility while distance is identified through sight.  “The 
tactile favors the concrete experience and is antithetical to simulation and postponement” 1.

He says that “One has in mind a whole range of complementary sensory perceptions which are registered by the labile body: the intensity of light, darkness, heat and cold; 
the feeling of humidity; the aroma of material; the almost palpable presence of masonry as the body senses its own confinement; the momentum of an induced gait and 
the relative inertia of the body as it traverses the floor; the echoing resonance of our own footfall”2. Thus, our senses are provoked as our body recognizes the environment 
and engage with the surroundings. Hence, he reminds us that perception is multi-sensual. Therefore, Frampton emphasizes the importance of tactility in our experience 
and that it cannot be broken down to basic information.

Critical regionalism does not treat building as a lone object but stresses on the place created by building on the site. Moreover, it leans towards the site factors, opposing 
the technology of the universal civilizations. It gives equal significance to tactile and visual aspects of the environment opposing the idea of replacing the experience with 
information.

1 Frampton, Kenneth. “The Case for the Tectonic as Commemorative Form.” In Technology Place & Architecture: The Jerusalem Seminar in Architecture, pp. 
230-231. 1998.
2 Frampton, Kenneth. “Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance”[1983].” Labour, Work and Architecture: Collected Essays 
on Architectural and Design (2002): 76-89.

Modern building has become 
so universally conditioned by 
optimized technology that 
the possibility of creating 
significant urban form has 
become extremely limited. 
—Kenneth Frampton
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The tactile sensitivity can be experienced in the finishing of the public circulation in Alvar Aalto’s Säynätsalo Town Hall. Not only the walls of the stairway is finished in 
brickwork but also the treads and risers. As the body climbs the stairs, we become aware of the contrast in tactility soon after experiencing the timber floor of the council 
chamber. Hence, Therefore, the importance of tactility in our experience and that it cannot be broken down to basic information as emphasized by Frampton. The tactile 
is another aspect of Critical Regionalism.

Fig.12  Säynätsalo Town Hall, Alvar Aalto, 1952
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Architecture of the senses

Pallasmaa believed that architects should design based on the feelings of the people in photos and analyze these feelings through phenomenology. Moreover, 
phenomenology is directly linked to the consciousness without relating to any theories or categories that can be studied through natural science or psychology.

Pallasmaa is highly convinced of the supremacy of vision to the other senses. This is because of the domination of a visio-centred interpretation of reality. However, he states 
that architectural experience is multisensory and the surrounding qualities, space, and scale is measured by all our senses and not eyes only.

In Pallasmaa’s opinion, a strong architectural experience should create a sense of loneliness and silence, although with a lot of noises in the background. It is the same as 
experiencing art which occurs in the form of a private dialogue between the work and the person experiencing it. Moreover, in a world that is transforming to be all similar, 
this will cause the differences to vanish, while its the task for architects to maintain this differentiation of the existential spaces. Furthermore, he believes that architects 
should no participate in the process of speeding our world experience and adding noise, but rather maintain and defend the silence.

Pallasmaa differentiates between the architecture of form and architecture of essence saying: “The architecture of essence perceives the metaphysical and existential 
problem of being a human and tries to reinforce man’s foothold on earth. The architecture of form aims at capturing the viewer’s attention and approval through its voluble 
language of expression or through an appeal to indolence”1 

Pallasmaa refers to Merleau-Ponty in how the human body is the center of the experiential world considering the body as the heart of the world. He states that the sensory 
experience is integrated through the body and the world, and in that way we remember special places because they have affected our bodies through experiencing them 
with our senses. In that way, we experience our homes through the activities we perform and how we move from one place to another feeling it through our body.

In relation to art, an artist extends beyond the text and rational concepts touching the true essence of the world. The lived reality is not based on scientific rules but rather 
unscientific, hence lived space is as existential space in contrast to physical spaces. So it is the task of architecture to present how the world touches. Moreover, Pallasmaa is 
interested in the art of cinema mostly saying that it is the closest one to architecture and not music. He is inspired by how the frames of the film help to establish a distinct 
place which is similar to the role of architecture. In that way, the structuring of a place with all its characteristics are all architectural properties that are implemented in 
cinematic expressions. Hence, cinematic expressions are related with time along with the architectural articulation of space. As a result, the director plays the role of an 
architect in the articulation of space and time in a movie.

A city inhabits memories and imaginations by being rooted to its metaphysical functions, cultural and social identity gathering the inhabitants under a comprehensive mode 
of life. The exchange between city and body builds up a dialogue between them leading to a deep experience of the texture, weight and temperature of the city’s surfaces 
and masses. Hence, a city is perceived in a multi sensual way depending on all its characteristics.

Pallasmaa relates to Husserl when mentioning the phenomena of pure looking at, as his theory was built up on the presuppositionless looking. In architecture, it is the pure 
looking of the essence of things without any rational explanation. 

As his notion is a multisensory architecture, he points that it is a dominant problem that space perception is dependent on the supremacy of vision. Thus, an architecture 
of senses pulls us closer to the things making us sensitive to all the details and meanings of a place. In that way, we experience the environment from a close up through 
our body.

Therefore, we need to integrate the haptic sense to the architecture and environment that we design, focusing on all the details because it affects the body as a whole.

1 Pallasmaa, Juhani, Peter B. MacKeith, Diana C. Tullberg, and Michael Wynne-Ellis. 2005. Encounters: architectural essays. Helsinki: Rakennustieto Oy.
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“Architecture is the art of 
reconciliation between 

ourselves and the world, 
and this mediation 

takes place through the 
senses.”

— Juhani Pallasmaa

Fig.13  Juhani Uolevi Pallasmaa, Finnish architect
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Alvar Aalto concentrates on experiencing architecture as a sequence of impressions rather than abstract geometries and configurations. He believes that experiencing a 
work is based on the comprehension of the atmosphere, more than the details: “I am led to believe that most people, but especially artists, principally grasp the atmosphere 
in a work of art. This is especially manifest in the case of old architecture. We encounter there a mood so intense and downright intoxicating that in most cases we don’t 
pay a great deal of attention to individual parts and details, if we notice them at all” 1

In Villa Mairea, Aalto is more concerned with the actual unique experience in the lived situation.
In the villa, the main spaces extend outdoors and connect with landscape, and nature. Moreover, the hearth marks the central point in the living area that develop a sense 
of protection and homeliness. 

Furthermore, Aalto’s architecture is not based on a retinal architecture, but rather is developed as a tactile architecture targeting all the senses and should be experienced 
through the body by moving through the spaces. In this way, he deals with the verb-like notion of space that is experience through motion and not the noun-like definition 
of space that is constant and motionless. 

Aalto’s architecture depend on the sensuous and conscious images of shelter, comfort and protection creating an emotional impact that connects man to his home. 
In Mairea we can experience two faces of a dwelling: 
The direct connection with the outdoors, which is well presented in the courtyard
The winter face, which is presented in the furnishing of the interior emphasizing warmth. 

1 Pallasmaa, Juhani. “Alvar Aalto: Toward a synthetic functionalism.” Alvar Aalto: Between humanism and materialism (1998): 21-44.

Fig.14  Villa Mairea / Alvar Aalto, 1939, Interior
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Fig.15  Villa Mairea / Alvar Aalto, 1939, Exterior
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Perception as a whole

Steven Holl was highly influenced by Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on phenomenology. He related phenomenology to essence and stated that its the role of architecture to 
perceive those essences and implement them into architecture bringing them into existence. Moreover, he followed the idea of perception through a living body moving 
through spaces. In this way, the entire body is impacted through all its senses affecting our daily life.

When it comes to art, architecture among all forms of art is the most engaged with all the sensory perceptions. Thus, we have 2 types of perception: inner perception 
dealing with mental phenomena and outer perception dealing with the physical phenomena. He discusses that we do not stop at perception only but rather we build the 
need to understand the meanings behind it, therefore, there is a constant interplay between feeling and thought. New buildings manifest themselves with a lot of dynamics 
but when we are inside, it is much less than its outer appearance. In other words, they try to attract us through the outer visual appearance but the interior is lacking the 
detail of perception. Hence, in Holl’s opinion, a good architecture should reflect more on the inside than outside.

Buildings are linked to its site to build this fusion resulting in the ‘third condition’. in this way, every building has a specific site on its own that collects its intentions. The 
rootness to the unique situation distinguishes it and connect it to the distinct features of the site.

In architectural perception, the whole body responds to special situations as we are surrounded by architecture, although all elements can be individually studied, we 
perceive our surroundings as a whole.

Holl says that we experience the city through the movement of our bodies consisting of overlapping perceptions that are incomplete due to the bird’s eye view of the 
modern planners which lacks the partial views of the urban settings.

There is an inevitable force of gravity in architecture that should make use of both weightness and lightness. “A phenomenal architecture calls for both the stone and the 
feather… Architecture’s materiality is likewise conveyed via the structure and material of optic and haptic spatial experience”1. In addition, the current methods of material 
production has resulted in the loss of their true substantiality. As a result, the sense of tactility has been cancelled, but there is still opportunity in using these methods to 
enhance the special properties of materials rather than eliminating them. He says that the modern techniques open new possibilities to the finishing details.

Holl classified phenomenology into phenomenal zones that describe the phenomenological concerns and how he approaches them through design. He finds them as the 
departure point in developing a concept in the first stages of drawing.

Relating phenomenology to the perception through the multi-sensory experience with the primacy of vision, along with the perception of a moving body that experiences 
the surrounding spaces, are all concepts derived from Merleau-Ponty. 

1 Holl, Steven. Intertwining. Princeton Architectural Press, 1996.
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Architecture is bound to 
situation. And I feel like 

the site is a metaphysical 
link, a poetic link, to what a 

building can be.
Steven Holl

Fig.16  Steven Holl, New York-based American architect and watercolorist
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Holl utilizes a series of perspective views which are drawn based on pieces of his plans. These pieces are later combined to form the ‘whole’ plan with the articulation 
of all the experiences in order. As an example, his perspective drawings for the ‘Milan Porta Vittoria’ project of 1986 where he organized the perspective experience 
according to movement from heavy to light. As a result, the combination of all these views help in imagining and building the overall perception as a whole.

Fig.17  Steve Holl - Milano, Porta Vittoria, View at elliptical passageFig.18  Steve Holl - Milano, Porta Vittoria, Garden of Sounds
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The Sensory Experience and Perception of Spaces

The perception of a place is not only physical or emotional, but also allows the user to adapt his/her behavior according to the properties of the space. In this way the user 
starts to feel accepted and secure in the environment. This psychological and behavioral adaptation is activated through the human interpretation to achieve the emotional 
feeling of security and control.

Perception of spaces provides an alternative thinking way that is different from the modern minimal rationality. This process aids a sense of discovery and exploration 
through a multi-sensory system that provides critical information to the user connecting him/her to their environment. This sense of discovery provides the user with the 
information on the use of space, privacy and the element of surprise. Therefore, perception ignites the user’s memory connecting the emotions to the memory.

Experiencing the Physical Environment

The physical environment is  the endless visible and tangible features that are largely controlled by planners, and built environment professionals. The designers connection 
between people and the physical environment is linked not only to vision, but to all the human senses including smell, sound and touch.

The urban environment can be experienced with reference to the buildings it includes, individuals who occupy it and the systems which associate different goals inside it. 
we exchange the perceptions of intimacy, which means and emotional effect from our gatherings with individuals to our gatherings with buildings. 

We also experience urban paths and networks depending upon the speed and mode of traversing. At the average human walking pace of 5km/h near details are observed 
and interpreted by various senses whereas in contrast is the 60 km/h architecture along the roads used by cars where details remain unnoticed. 

Fig.19  Architectural phenomena in the 21st century Collage
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Experiencing the Ambient Environment

The non-visual and non-physical elements of the built environment such as sound, smell, temperature and illumination and these are experienced through the sensory 
organs such as ears, nose, skin and eyes. Studies have shown that these elements can have reflective effects on mood, behavior, and physical wellbeing and later the overall 
experience of space on the users. 

The illumination of spaces Illumination

Illumination directly influences people‘s perception of space, can change moods 
and encourage or discourage individuals to take part in different activities.

Light and shadow make a lively collaboration of color, texture and related feeling 
connected with the space. This part of ambient environment is detected by the 
sense of sight. Plato regarded vision as humanity‘s greatest gift. 

It has also been recommended that under the cover of dark or gently lit settings, 
people tend to release their social inhibitions, more so than they would in brightly 
lit settings, by engaging in acts of familiarity, aggression or impulsive behavior. 

This is interesting in that it may explain why people tend to avoid dark public places 
at night time. Perhaps there is a conscious or unconscious acknowledgement that 
strangers may behave differently under the cover of darkness and that personal 
safety may be compromised.

The sound of spaces

The acoustics in a space add character to the space and give it a specific sort of 
dynamism. Building connects with the user specifically by resounding or giving back 
the sound a man makes while walking through it.  One of the most stirring auditory 
experiences in architecture is absence of sound i.e. silence which corresponds to 
very specific experiences. 

The temperature of spaces

This is also passed on tactile sense, such as touching a stone wall may feel cold on 
certain days. 

The smell and taste of space

The most neglected one. This is additionally a sense which works for the most part 
with inter layering of different senses. Regularly unpleasant smells are initially 
distinguished by sight, and afterward recognized by their smell.
Smell has an exceptionally extraordinary impact on memories and is regularly 
translated regarding society and convention. 

According to Pallasmaa There is an unpretentious transference between material 
and taste experiences. The human tongue can just recognize among 7-8 particular 
sorts of taste, while the nose can recognize among several substances, even in 
minute. Olfaction intensifies the sense of taste. This rule is additionally can be used 
to taste in architecture. Also, still design can stimulate the feeling of taste. Vision 
progresses toward becoming exchanged to taste. Specific colors and soft details 
bring out oral sensation.

Literally, architecture can make our mouth water just by seeing engaging materials.

The sense of touch

The eye is the organ of separation, though touch is the sense of nearness, closeness 
and love. The eye watches and explores, while the touch methodologies and feels. 
The texture, weight, density and skin peruses The temperature of matter. The 
tactile sense associates us with time and traditions. 

Materiality of environment gets to be distinctly essential in this context and plays a 
critical part to a great sensory experience. It is the Architect’s job to consider how 
the clients’ feet contact the ground, and how will users experience that in the place 
that architects design. 

Texture affects the feeling of touch and can demonstrate change of level, or show 
change of zones.

Texture can be utilized too to control glare, smooth surfaces sparkle and reflect 
light. Lastly, alternating smooth and coarse surfaces can be utilized to treat 
weariness in a long elevation. 

In addition to the above-mentioned senses, Haptic sense, sense of time and 
distance, speed and movement also plays an important role in sensory experience. 
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History of Representing the Senses

In the Ancient Egyptian civilization, there was a very important symbol of power which 
is ‘the eye of Horus‘. It is drawn in six sections to represent the six senses; touch, 
taste, hearing, thought, sight, and smell. The eye was viewed as the receptor of input 
and the six senses were viewed as the six entries from which to get information. The 
construction of the eye takes after exceptionally exact laws. 

The senses are ordered depending on their importance and how much energy must 
be eaten by the eye for a man to get a specific sensation. Touch was viewed as the 
most imperative and the one that can’t be uprooted of the senses followed by taste, 
hearing, thought, sight and smell.

During the Renaissance times, the system of the senses was related to the image of 
the cosmic body; vision was linked to fire and light, hearing to air, smell to vapor, taste 
to water, and touch to earth. At the present the five senses form a hierarchic system 
from the highest sense of vision down to the sense of touch.1

1 Mashaly, Esraa T., and Lamis S. El-Gizawi. “THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
SENSUAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE URBAN SPACE ON THE USERS العمرانیة علی المستخدمین 
”.تأثیر البیئة الحسیة للفراغات

Fig.20  Eye of Horus

Fig.21  Cosmic Body Diagram
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Phenomenology is Rethinking Rationality

The starting utopian promise of avant-gardism has disappeared due to the increase of internal rationality of reason. Moreover, to solve the problem of avant-garde, 
Frampton suggests that architecture should take an arriere-garde and transform into a critical practice distancing itself from the Enlightenment myth and the tendency of 
reviving the post-industrial architecture. 

The differences between the phenomenologists and the avant-garde artists can be easily identified and it is not hard to spot them: first and foremost is the status of 
rationality. For the avant-garde artists, everything remotely reminiscent of rationality was highly attacked and criticized. It values the pre-rational, unconscious, that 
untainted by reason, uncensored. Phenomenology, as well, wants to get in touch with that which is before and beyond the mind, but only because it sees the exit from 
the crisis of science through the new reshaping of rationality. Therefore, phenomenology is a valid name for the program of radical transformation of thought, knowledge 
and science. While the avant-garde artists reject the heritage of rationality in a Nietzschean abrupt manner as fake and fatal to the modernity, phenomenologists claim the 
necessity of the constitution of the new rationality.

Juhani Pallasmaa, writes:
“The current over-emphasis on the intellectual and conceptual dimensions of architecture contributes to the disappearance of its physical, sensual and embodied essence. 
Contemporary architecture posing as the avant-garde is more often engaged with the architectural discourse itself and mapping the possible marginal territories of the art 
than responding to human existential questions. This reductive focus gives rise to a sense of architectural autism, an internalized and autonomous discourse that is not 
grounded in our shared existential reality.”

Fig.22  Plank Position Exercise

Fig.23  Relaxing in a PoolTime experience of 1 minute

A minute spent in a relaxing position in pool would feel 
quick and insufficient since we enjoy it.

A minute spent in a plank position would seem long 
and tiring.
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Spatial experience of places with similar area of almost 40.000 m2 

Fig.24  Lionel Messi in Camp Nou

Fig.25  Plaça Catalunya from ground

Fig.26  Plaça Catalunya from Above

Standing in the Camp Nou we feel small and the space 
seems vast.

Being in Plaça Catalunya, the spatial organization and 
context make us feel in scale.

Viewing Plaça Catalunya from above, it seems larger 
which proves that the position of the body defines the 

scale of the space more than it’s actual area.
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Analysis methodologies

In the beginning, Rolf von Eckartsberg (Phenomenological psychologist) introduced 
two methodological approaches to phenomenological research, existential and 
hermeneutic. Later, David Seamon (Kansas State University architecture professor) 
added a third methodology, the first person that focuses on the personal experience. 
These three methodologies help to evaluate the human experience depending on 
their source.1

First person methodology
A personal approach depending on the memory of the researcher. The researcher 
draws on his/her own experience of connecting to a space. It plays an important role 
because it focuses on the individual within a group. This creates a bridge between the 
body and the mind through its connection to the design.
In “Phenomenology, Place, Environment, and Architecture: A Review of the Literature”, 
Seamon explains how the researcher depends on his/her experience of phenomenon 
as a base to examine the specific characteristics and qualities. The researcher explains 
his/her experience of these qualities. It is derived from the world of one. Hence, the 
researcher is forced to incorporate the worlds of others as well which leads us to the 
existential approach.

Existential Methodology
The study of another individual’s or group’s account of the phenomenon. This is 
important to explain the human experience between the urban fabric and the water’s 
edge as it includes a wide network of humans. This creates a bridge between the body 
and the mind through multiple world’s experiences.
Seamon writes, “The heart of this approach is ‘the analysis of protocol data provided 
by the research [respondents] in response to a question posed by the researcher 
that pinpoints and guides their recall and reflection.” The basis for understanding 
existential-phenomenological research is the specific experiences of specific 
individuals and groups involved in actual situations and places.

Hermeneutic methodology
The interpretation of ‘text’ to understand the human experience of a phenomenon. It 
is the idea that both tangible and intangible items, or ‘text’ such as tectonics, lighting, 
music, dance, poetry, literature, or art, affect human experience. It is important in 
establishing the intimacy between the water’s edge and the urban fabric, as it exists 
within each individual element. This methodology focuses on the poetics of the 
surrounding environment and how this can create a person’s experience of a space. 
During this research, the creator is often not present during the moment when the 
space is being experienced. It is dependent on the person in the space to create the 
bridge between the source and the mind and body. This is seen in the historic threads 
of our urban fabric, forms, shadows which all play a role in experience.
This methodology allows endless directions of experience. It depends on the 
researcher’s experience of the space, or phenomenon to create the connections; 
therefore, it is up to the researcher whether the connections created are happy, 
joyful, calm, pleasant, or sad. The creator only controls the physical and visual 
appearance of the space.
Von Eckartsberg describes this process: “One embeds oneself in the process of getting 
involved in the text, one begins to discern configurations of meaning, of parts and 
wholes and their interrelationships, one receives certain messages and glimpses of an 
unfolding development that beckons to be articulated and related to the total fabric 
of meaning. The hermeneutic approach seems to palpate its object and to make room 
for that object to reveal itself to our gaze and ears, to speak its own story into our 
understanding.”

1 Tabucbuc, Mark. “Human Experience: Integrating the Senses Through 
the Intimacy Between Water and the Urban Fabric.” (2016).

Fig.27  Methodologies
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Juhani Pallasmaa - Time and Space

Finnish theorist and architect, Juhani Pallasmaa, puts focus on a group’s cultivation of memory through material poetics and through architectural fragility. Therefore, his 
approach combines existential and hermeneutic methodologies. This engages our senses by creating sensuous spaces. He says that the focus on the visual appearance has 
overtaken architecture and as a result, we have neglected the experiences of our other senses, erasing their input and impact. Pallasmaa, in Hapticity and Time: Notes on 
Fragile Architecture, states that “as a consequence of the power of the eye over the other sensory realms, architecture has turned into an art form of instant visual image. 
Our buildings have lost their opacity and depth, sensory invitation and discovery, mystery and shadow.”

Pallasmaa’s designs are based on the material poetics and architectural fragility, creating an experience based on the human perception of the space experienced through 
the intellect, emotions, and the physical body. Pallasmaa’s idea of material poetics rejects the use of the sleek, flat modernist abstracted materials. He rather favours 
materials affected by weather, decay, and vulnerability. Pallasmaa writes, “Matter evokes unconscious images and emotions. Vision places us in the present tense, whereas 
haptic experience evokes experience of a temporal continuum.” When we look at materials in their perfect form, the experience within the space is lost. Humans should 
experience the effect of time on the materials, this connects the user to the space. The idea of perfect materials is encouraged in contemporary architecture through the 
increased use of technology. This is replacing human touch in spaces and therefore no memory or emotion is being collected, as time is not manifested.

“Materials and surfaces have a language of their own. Stone speaks of its distant geological origins, its durability and inherent symbolism of permanence; brick makes one 
think of earth and fire, gravity and the ageless traditions of construction; bronze evokes the extreme heat of its manufacture, the ancient processes of casting and the 
passage of time as measured in its patina. Wood speaks of its two existences and time scales; its first life as a growing tree and the second as a human artifact made by the 
caring hand of a carpenter or cabinetmaker. These are all materials and surfaces that speak pleasurably of time.”

Pallasmaa also connects experience in his work through what he calls ‘architectural fragility’. This encourages the users’ interaction with the space depending on time. 
Time causes erosion and deterioration of spaces along years. Similarly, cinema directors create atmosphere by designing the setting that shows the age of the story; this 
automatically engages the viewer’s emotion. Pallasmaa says, “the architecture of weak image is contextual and responsive, it is concerned with real sensory interaction 
instead of idealized and conceptual manifestations.”

Fig.28  Korundi house of culture
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Peter Zumthor - Spatial Memories

Swiss theorist and architect Peter Zumthor approaches architecture through first-hand exploration, using his own memory and encounters. He also uses materials to expose 
experience incorporating the hermeneutic methodology. His combination of both methodologies, constantly changes over time as he gains more life experience. Zumthor, 
in Thinking Architecture, explains:

“I frequently find myself sinking into old, half-forgotten memories, and then I try to recollect what the remembered architectural situation was really like, what it had meant 
to me at the time, and I try to think how it could help me now to revive that vibrant atmosphere pervaded by the simple presence of things, in which everything had its 
own specific place and form”

Here, Zumthor explains that a memory, when entered into, can hold many aspects of the spaces that surrounded that particular moment in time. 
Zumthor focuses on the primary experiences of architecture. There is a constant dialogue between body and mind with the surrounding materials, that communicates 
memories, passing time, and ambitions. For Zumthor, the shape, the techniques, nor the materials are considered important but rather the perception of these elements 
all together. The “poetic quality,” which Zumthor aims to, is derived from the architect’s ability to introduce “meaningful situation for the materials since materials in 
themselves are not poetic”.

9 Chapters of Phenomenology by Peter Zumthor
According to Peter Zumthor’s book of Atmospheres1 he explains phenomenology from his point of view. He mentions that everything around, moves him internally such as 
the people, the air, noise colors etc.. He further insists on appreciation of form being an important element that affects him. 
All these elements affect his mood, feelings and his sense of expectation. He reminds us of the famous Platonic sentence  that states “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder” 
meaning it is all in me.

He explains his view of phenomenology through his feelings sitting in a square and performing a simple experiment to imagine how he would feel if he takes away the 
square. He says “I remove the square and my feelings disappear. I could never have had those feelings without the atmosphere of the square. It’s quite logical really. People 
interact with objects. As a architect that’s is what I deal with all the time…. And I ask myself: can I achieve that as an architect – an atmosphere like that, its intensity, its 
mood.”

The idea of creating architectural atmosphere also comes down to the processes and interests, instruments and tools used in his work. He further defines phenomenology 
by classifying it to 9 short chapters that he is concerned with when trying to generate an atmosphere in his projects.

The information captured through the senses through the elements of the space communicated to the user. This communication becomes meaningful according to the 
social, physiological and psychological factors of one’s perception. One of the psychological factors is the memorability of the specific place. As humans, we are born with 
instinctive ability of recreation of spaces in our minds from our memories. These memories are gained through the body experience as well as the nervous system. The 
sensory organs transfer information to the brain activating imagination and engagement creating memories. Therefore, spatial memory is important to give meaning and 
connect to the environment.

1 Zumthor, Peter. Atmospheres: Architectural Environments - Surroundins Objects. Birkhäuser, 2006.

Fig.29  The Therme Vals
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The body of Architecture

The material present in a piece of architecture along with its frame. He says that 
how beams or structure is placed has a sensual effect on him. He calls it his first and 
greatest secret of architecture as it collects different things in the world to create a 
space. 

“The body! Not the idea of the body – the body itself! A body that can touch me.”

Material Compatibility

Materials react with one another and have their radiance, so that the composition 
of materials produces something unique. Material is endless. There are a thousand 
different possibilities in one material.

There is a critical proximity between materials that depend on its type and weight. 
Different materials can be combined in a building and there is a certain point where 
you will find the are too far away from each other to react, and there is a point too 
where they are too close together that it kills them.

The Sound of a Space

That depends on the shape of each room and the materials on the surfaces and they 
way these materials are applied.

The temperature of a Space

He believes every building has a certain temperature. It is well-known that materials 
more or less extract the warmth from our bodies. So, temperature in the sense is 
physical but presumable psychological too. It is in what we see, feel or touch even 
with our feet.

Surrounding Objects

This is related to the context or the things lying around. He explains that he feels 
impressed by the things that people keep around them, in their flats or where they 
work or play. He finds things come together in a very caring, loving way and that there 
is a deep relationship.

Fig.30  Surrounding in relation to the Baths

Fig.31  Different temperature defined by lighting colors

Fig.32  Harmony between materials
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Between Composure and Seduction

The way architecture involves movement. That means thinking about the way people 
move in a building and there are poles which he likes to place his work.

The connection with some thermal baths that he built placed importance on inducing 
a sense of freedom of movement allowing strolling, a mood that had less to do with 
directing people than seducing them. There is also the gentler art of seduction of 
getting people to let go and that lies within the power of the architect. “the feeling 
that I am not being directed but can stroll at will – just drifting along.”

Tension between Interior and Exterior

The way architecture takes a bit of the globe and constructs a tiny box of it and 
suddenly there is an interior and an exterior. “One can be inside or outside.”
Imperceptible transition between inside and outside gives an incredible sense of 
place and a feeling of concentration when we suddenly become aware of being 
enclosed together whether we are many or single.

Buildings always say something to a street or square like: I am glad to be situated on 
this square or I am the most beautiful building here.

Levels of Intimacy

Something more bodily than scales and dimensions. It refers to the various aspects – 
size, dimensions, scale, building mass in contrast with mine. The fact that it is bigger 
than me or far bigger than me or elements of a building that are smaller than me. The 
size, mass and gravity of things.

The view is that the human scale should be the same size as us. It is also the distance 
and proximity of how far a building is from me or the feeling of ownership of a place.

The Light on Things

Combining materials and fabric because they look good in light. Thinking about the 
daylight and artificial light, Zumthor has admitted that daylight and the light falling on 
things is so moving and has a spiritual quality. He further expresses his love to the sun 
and how it casts its light on things making it feel out of this world.

Fig.33  Plan sketch by Peter Zumthor showing the levels of intimacy

Fig.34  View over the exterior landscape
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Fig.35  Internal light rays
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Starting from the 20th century, architecture leaned towards the intellectual and the abstract more. This has disconnected the 
architect from the common man. By focusing on shapes and aesthetics, architects create beautiful spaces neglecting the human 
experience drawing man away from the intimacy and sensuous experience of the environment. Architects create spaces that 
should connect with the educated or the intellectual. Now we create symbolic content that is only understandable by architects 
or those with architectural education. Hence, the human is disconnected from the context. The loss of the metaphysical 
dimension of architecture has led to the loss of the privilege of reuniting man with his world.

At this phase of the relationship, we start growing apart from each other reaching an end of the relationship due to several 
reasons. One of the strongest reasons is the loss of interest which may result in both sides cheating on each other.

Phenomenology is no longer the favoured philosophy among architects and has been usurped by more current ways of thinking. 
This decline in the Phenomenological experiences of architecture was a result of the importance of science and rationality in 
shaping our environment and its influence on the modern movements in architecture that is shaping our contemporary cities, 
and the major influence of media and modern technology. However, all these factors have led to the emergence of new types 
of cities that neglect the human perception.

In contemporary cities, perception of space has been neglected as the modern aim focuses on vision. Thus, how a space feels 
is overtaken by how a space attracts the eye. In this way a user is not able to perceive the environment and hence cannot 
establish an emotional connection because there is no feeling of comfort. Contemporary culture has promoted distancing and 
desensitization of experiencing reality while the integration of all senses call for closer contact and physical interaction with 
the environment. Since the start of this era, theories related to functionality, proportions and science have become the base 
for architectural beauty. As a result buildings were no longer designed after the human body, but rather a machine metaphor.

It is important to challenge the abstract approach and the over emphasis on the conceptual and intellectual dimension of 
architecture. It has led to ignorance to material, sensual and embodied essence that caused humans to be spectator rather 
than participants in the environment perception. This has produced a sense of detachment from the surroundings, leading to 
isolation. Revisiting phenomenological architecture in modern societies is a major task to revive the multisensory perception of 
our surroundings. Moreover, it plays a functional role in the construction of future cities. Therefore, revival of phenomenological 
architecture has an important role in facing the challenges of modern urbanization such as sustainability, social identity etc.
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It is important to realize that we are more disconnected from the world today than we were a century ago. In this way, we started having this complicated relationship with 
our surroundings. This relationship like our personal relationships, passes through many stages leading to either a healthy or a toxic connection.

To find out how the human relation to environment has changed over time, we should ask questions like: How can we identify all the various ways in which people interact 
with their surroundings? How can we analyze the times people build a memory that attaches them to a place? However, all these questions could be asked to living people, 
but not dead people who lived a hundred years ago. Here comes the role of philosophy with the understanding of architecture to express its distinct phenomena.

There are different explanations for our disconnection from the world: technological change, and in particular the burgeoning of indoor and virtual recreation options. The 
1950s saw the rapid rise of television as the most popular medium of entertainment. The Internet stealing our leisure time since the late 1990s. It stands to reason that 
these technologies partially substituted our real world. Artist José Manuel Ballester removed human figures from classic paintings. In his art, it is seen that without humans, 
a place has no meaning or essence. In this way, a place becomes just a space, and this is how our surroundings are becoming.

Fig.36  Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper” (1498)
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Fig.37  In Ready Player One, the Oasis VR was used for most social interactions, 2018

Fig.38  Facebook announces Horizon, a VR massive-multiplayer world, 2019
Globalization

In our global age, globalization has reached a point of no return. During this revolution, multisensory perception of reality has disappeared under the influence of mass 
media and communication technologies. As an example, the emergence of cinema has reduced architecture to only two senses. However many people prefer it like following 
sports and concerts from home televisions, missing the three dimensional experience of the event atmosphere. Network society changed the way we communicate and 
experience communication through the communication technology. The five senses in a face-to-face communication was reduced to a few characters in a text message.

Although this has increased the speed of communications, it also allowed us to communicate with more people. But a high number of social activities that took place in the 
real world are now happening in the virtual world. In this way, the virtual world is overtaking our lives reducing the need for senses in favour of convenience and productivity. 
Society now focus more on speed because there is no time to waste, while they have lost the main aim of experiencing life and the sense of time and space. And in fact, 
architecture is now designed as an image, losing the different layers of perception.
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Loss of language

The need for phenomenology as the way we can recover the language of architecture. The old way to say it was ‘form follows function,’ but that might be not the correct 
way to say it since it ignores any typological logic and is a bit too narrow. However, one can say that if the right context and the right function are brought together and 
the periphery is right, you come to the point. The elimination of language is the product of an extreme inclination towards abstraction and a reduction of truth to the 
tangible, rather focusing on the concrete space. Thus, we are foreigners amongst things, and the faculty of imagination, which is the capacity to grasp the characters that 
are grounded in typology, is destroyed. 

In other words, architecture has lost the language through which it communicates to the body and establish a conversation and connection. Spatially discussing, new 
settlements dominate any form of scale and enclosure, with all buildings free standing in a park-like landscape. Streets and plazas have lost their identity destroying the 
figure-ground relationship. Thus, the urban fabric nowadays, lacks the sense of surprise and stimuli for discovery.

This happened due to the high importance given to the quantitative entities that have reduced the essential meaning of the qualitative entities. In this way, we lost the 
ability to orient and identify due to this lack of image ability in our cities. As a result, things lose the ability of gathering and transformed into objects of consumption with 
nature treated as a resource.

According to Norberg Schulz, he finds it paradoxical that this was the result of how man tried to create a better environment: the green city as a reaction to the industrial 
city, the modern architecture to provide better dwelling in the urban age.

There are two main reasons to why modern movement has led to the loss of place.
Firstly, the open plan of the modern house that was intended to increase continuity, thus resulted in loss of sense of inside to outside relationship which was then applied 
on the urban level such as the sub-urban freestanding one family houses. This was not compatible with the private and public domains of the surroundings.
Secondly, the invasion of the international style that neglected the regional characters and the same principles were applied anywhere. This resulted in the emerging of the 
current open monotone environment without any meanings incapable of gathering.

Fig.39  Dom-Ino House, open 
floor plan modular structure 
designed by Le Corbusier, 
1914

Fig.40  Bijlmermeer , Siegfried Nassuth and team, Amsterdam 1966
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Fig.41  Mass Produced Real estate development ad for a gated community

Mass Production

Architecture is formed of different parts that produce what we call as articulated perception of these inseparable parts. In this way, the articulated perception extends 
beyond the five senses such as balance or kinesthetic senses. On the other hand, the articulated perception links the different parts of architecture to establish a relationship 
between the different parts in the same or different category as a whole. Therefore, element should not be designed independently but rather as a whole.

The development of information technology in robotization, contributed to efficiency in production. This did not only influence the way we conceive society but also our 
understanding of architecture. Due to the importance of economic and productive efficiency, the relation between difference and repetition in architecture has disappeared. 
Therefore, the repetition of identical spaces is not a symbol of progress but rather, difference is a symbol of expression and diversity that is more important nowadays.

Real estate developers are now mass profiting off the false marketing of a better lifestyle for consumers through single repeated typology with no respect to distinct site 
factors or orientations. This has been the consequence of business overtaking architecture.
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Fig.42  City photography

Supremacy of vision - Beyond the frame

In the globalized world of the 21st century, the need for places to be unique led to new forms of strategic planning. Place marketing is the appropriate process to achieve 
urban development using various tools. Although landscape and place identity are related, there is no such relation between landscape and place branding. The visual 
importance in place marketing is a reality, as in landscape research. But this dominance of the visual is indicative of how people ‘primarily navigate and consume space and 
place’, leading to the ignorance of other (non-visual) senses. The role of smell, taste and touch in place marketing, prove that the analysis of all senses could deliver a more 
holistic experience of place and offer different simulation providing a real point of difference in place marketing. 1

According to Pallasmaa, vision is the fastest sense that is up to date with the fast development of technology. Therefore, the remaining senses are now disconnected from 
reality.

The idea of a frame has caused architecture to be the result of a nice photograph with a limited frame that flattens metaphysical reality of a place. Architects should design 
based on images and the feelings of the people in them and analyze these feelings through phenomenology. However, this is not always the case nowadays and this is due 
to the supremacy of vision to the other senses. This is because of the domination of a visio-centred interpretation of reality. One of the reasons that led to this supremacy 
is the overspreading of architectural imagery, eliminating the tectonic logic and materiality of architecture. Juhani Pallasmaa refers to it as a cancerous growth of vision 
through the television and internet and this leads to architecture that the centers the body isolates from it.

The importance given by architects to the vision in urbanism has led to a contemporary city that is ‘the city of the eye’. Thus, the spatial experience and architecture have 
been converted into image products without existential sincerity.

The visual cities have eliminated the existential contact with the surroundings through the spreading of photography that reduced the city into a series of visual images. In 
contrast, a haptic city is welcoming with how we build our relation to city through the embodied experience within it.

1 Lalou, Georgia, Alex Deffner, and Sotiria Katsafadou. 2017. “Sensory Landscapes of Creativity: Towards a New Form of Identity Branding.” International 
Journal of Progressive Sciences and Technologies 6 (December): 18–26.
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Fig.43  “Eye” by Tony Tasset, Giant Eye Watching Over Dallas

The problem of Ocular-Dominance

The dominance of the eye and the shutting down of other senses promotes isolation and detachment from our surroundings. Modern designs have pushed towards the 
intellect and the eye, while neglecting the body and the other senses that form our memories and imagination. Therefore, phenomenological understanding is based on the 
multisensory experience in which all the senses play a role in the overall perception of a space. Moreover, we need a phenomenological understanding that can dominate 
the dominance of vision engaging the whole body into the experience through all the senses taking into account the lived experience.

Mass media is invading the society with images deprived of human emotions while anthropological studies proved that cultures relied on other senses for communication 
such as hearing or shaking hands in a meeting and not just written words from abstract thinking. These have shifted noticeably with the advances in technology.

However, phenomenological understanding of architecture is still based on vision while it should challenge this supremacy engaging the other senses in the architectural 
perception.
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Intactile Environment

When we are in a state of intimacy or meditation, we tend to close our eyes and celebrate the shadow rejecting any visual distraction to highly engage with the experience. 
Similarly in art, Caravaggio’s painting of doubting Thomas not trusting his eyes but rather checking through the sense of touch to feel the real wound. Caravaggio Tends to 
present the painting with a dark background to express this conspiratorial sense to the painting.

Similarly, following the increased emphasize given to vision, it has led to the loss of tactility in the perception of architecture. Now buildings tend to be increasingly designed 
for their photogenic effect rather than their experiential potential. In this way all buildings give no opportunity for experiential perception. 

Nowadays the contemporary demands are solved by contemporary architectural mechanisms that make architecture disappear. The media facilities in perception of 
architecture by distancing buildings from us reducing the concrete to a simple image. As Kenneth Frampton states that sight builds a sense of distance while tactility 
contributes to the sense of nearness. 

A person captures more information from natural materials than feeling the smooth surfaces of modern contemporary materials. The idea of perfect materials is encouraged 
in contemporary architecture through the increased use of technology. Although these modern methods have created perfect and sleek materials, they have deprived them 
from their special characteristics that produced different perceptions and rather all materials have lost their distinct sense of tactility. However, these technologies can also 
be used to encourage and maximize these different materialistic effects instead of erasing them, producing a heightened sense of tactility.

Fig.44  The Incredulity of Saint Thomas, 1603 by Caravaggio
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Re-engaging Public Spaces

No one wants to hear that it’s over with someone they love. But sometimes it’s really not the end. When relationships end, many times the couple realizes that they still love 
each other. If you want to have a relationship with them again — a GOOD relationship, then we pass through different stages to be re-engaged.

1- Regain control of ourselves and improving
2- Start meeting again
3- Think back to when the relationship was good
4- Let the other side experience the new and improved you in person
5- Fully reactivate feelings again

Similarly, after realizing the problems that led to the breakup between man and his environment, we architects act as the peace maker that can reunite them. As humans, 
it is part of our nature to enjoy being outdoors and to adapt to changing to various changing conditions. That’s why with the rapid development of technology, we lost 
the sense of place in a public space where we are always connected to our smart phones or new devices that take us away from the urban life. This has led to a situation 
where all spaces seem the same for us no matter when or where we are existing forexample, sitting in a public space, we do not perceive it differently than being in a 
subway. Therefore, public spaces should start to be contemporary enough to cope with the fast development, making it not just a place for gathering but also a place of 
re-engagement with surrounding, society and nature. In other words, public spaces should update its genius loci to match the update of the virtual world. This can be 
achieved when the user feels and inhabits the public space more than just occupying a space. When life returns to these spaces then it starts to form a shared meaning 
that transforms it into a place. Thus, it is important to concentrate more on the sensual experience of a public space than just the functional aspects.

Fig.45  Phone Obsession in metro

Fig.46  Phone Obsession in Public Spaces
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Fig.47  Magneten Sensory Garden / MASU Planning 

Sensing Landscapes - Regaining Control

While architects focus on buildings, urban planners work on a larger scale. The design of public open spaces is intermediate between both disciplines. Public spaces are 
areas that encourage us to interact with a much broader spectrum of society. They allow us to communicate with others; exchange opinions, enjoy ourselves, spend our 
spare time, etc. Sadly, this potential use is often overlooked and these areas are often taken for granted and globalization destroyed the way we engage with a public 
space. 

Architectural approach starting with the body as the main force of progression in architectural thinking where designers understand the being and its needs. Through this 
way of thinking, that architecture can convert spaces to places that suite the user’s experience rather than adapting to unfavorable experiences. In order to prevent this 
alienation and to reattach the human to the environment, designers aim towards multisensory perception in architecture.

By understanding the spirit and the being, designers can convert landscapes to an experientially complete and satisfying place that connect with the human spirit. 
Landscape is a spirit and a culture that reflects the natural and cultural changes of space and time. People create a connection between space and their philosophy, 
experience, beliefs, goals and objectives. The factors that affect the perception of the landscape depend on the mental and emotional state of the observer, on the 
conceptual and philosophic considerations of time, fashion and the external conditions of place. Thus, landscape experience is multi-sensory. 

Sense of Place is the most essential component in the landscape that controls the atmosphere created in a place that is a unique element that can be purified from all 
its contents. The atmosphere does not pre-exist, it is generated by human behavior, accidental or otherwise. The term ‘atmosphere’ therefore recognizes the sensory 
experiences that users can have with a place. This phenomenological method demonstrates how the senses of oneself and landscape are shaped and articulated 
together, in along with lived experience between people and the environment.
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Spatial awareness evoking health and wellbeing

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines human health as the state of entire physical, psychological, and social welfare, not just the absence of disease or disability

 “while the brain controls our behavior and genes control the blueprint for design and structure of the brain. Changes in the environments change the brain, and therefore 
they change our behavior. In planning the environments in which we live, architectural design changes our brain and our behavior”. Fred Gage neuroscientist

When designing reality, we are also designing mental realities, not just external structures but altering internal structures too. This realization heightens the human 
responsibility in the architect’s work.

The disappearance of beauty in the environment means the disappearance of the capacity of idealization and reverence of human dignity and the loss of hope. Yet man is 
only able to construct if he has hope. 

Phenomenology engages the partiality concept to produce unique conversation between a space and elements surround it. Thus, the integration of all the senses 
helps complete the highest potential of an environment to allow for healing to emerge. For example, the sound of moving water is one aspect of a space that can elicit 
emotions for relaxation and tranquility. Thus, architecture can integrate the water as an aspect of the design to allow for a healing environment to emerge.  It is proven 
that people who are surrounded by natural light are more productive and live healthier lives.  Also, by integrating nature, it has many psychological benefits. Plants are 
soothing and restful. Plants represent life, growth, and hope. They can provide interest and diversion and are used as a therapeutic tool. 

“Design is people.” -Jane Jacobs

Fig.48  Wellbeing-led design
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Healthy Landscapes

In order to promote health, landscapes need to embody influential characteristics affecting human well-being, both directly or 
indirectly , and transforming them into ‘‘good places’’ for health. Landscapes perception should be pleasant and attractive for 
all senses, and safely allow the presence of other people and walkways, securing them from crime and traffic dangers. 

Landscapes also encourage healthy behavior and emotional well-being by stimulating engagement and meeting among people 
and with the space itself. 1

Mental well-being: landscape as a restorative
Kaplan and Kaplan in their book ‘The experience of nature: a psychological perspective’, explain landscape’s potential influence 
on perceptual attention restoration. Four characteristics were established for restorative environments. First, restorative 
environments give a people a break from their busy daily lives. Second, they grasp people’s attention in a fresh way. Third, they 
promote a sense of discovery and imagination throughout the experience in relation to the information captured from the 
existing environment. Fourth, they serve the user’s intentions.

Natural landscapes have the strongest effect on the concentration ability during urban walks. This is proved by studies that 
stress on the preference of people to natural landscapes such as water bodies, forests, mountains and parks for recovery from 
mental fatigues. 

Public open spaces aiming for entertainment and sports intermediately have a restorative effect while natural settings promote 
high restorative opportunities. Berto demonstrated in an experimental study, the restorative potential of natural landscapes2 in 
which students with mental fatigue that looked at pictures of natural landscapes experienced a high restorative effect. 

Looking at natural landscapes, we immediately release emotional reactions unconsciously that significantly recover our 
stress. These affect attention, conscious mental processing, behavior and physiological reactions. When perceiving pleasant 
landscapes, negative feelings and thoughts—induced by negative stress exposure—are converted to positive feelings such as 
interest, cheerfulness and calmness. 

Physical well-being: walkable landscape
Landscapes should occupy physical activity promoting facilities that increase its functionality and physical engagement. Such 
facilities should promote different means of movement for walkability, different functions for mixed uses, connectivity and a 
pleasant appealing landscape. The design approach should crucially consider the level of physical activities in different settings.
Therefore, basic constructional conditions should be considered to create physically healthy landscapes and as user friendly as 
possible. 

Social well-being: landscape as a bonding structure
Social integration is an important aspect of urban parks and other public places enhancing social contact, exchange, 
community building, empowerment and mutual trust. Gathering natural experience programmes have attracted attention 
from several fields like psychology, education and management. Such programmes aim for equality, social decision-making and 
responsibility, strengthening social bonding and feelings of security.

1 Abraham, Andrea, Kathrin Sommerhalder, and Thomas Abel. 2010. “Landscape and Well-Being: A Scoping Study 
on the Health-Promoting Impact of Outdoor Environments.” International Journal of Public Health 55 (1): 59–69. https://doi.
org/10.1007/s00038-009-0069-z.
2 Berto, Rita. “Exposure to restorative environments helps restore attentional capacity.” Journal of environmental 
psychology 25, no. 3 (2005): 249-259.
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Elements and principles of a healthy landscapes - Improving

Elements that define a landscape are also visual qualities that people respond to 
when experiencing a space. These visual qualities can evoke different feelings and 
emotions, and the more positive those emotions, the more likely for people to 
enjoy and integrate with the space.1

Line
In landscape, line is the edge between materials, outline of a shape or linear 
features. It is a powerful tool used by designers to create forms and control the 
body and eye movement. Moreover, landscape architects use lines to control the 
space and create coherence in a landscape.

Straight lines
Straight lines are forceful and give a formal character to a space. They are often 
linked to symmetrical designs that leads the eye to a focus point.

Curved lines
Curved lines are informal, they are associated with nature and relaxation and 
create an asymmetrical balance. Curved lines build a sense of mystery by creating 
hidden views and slowing down the pace of eye movement. 

Vertical lines
Vertical lines lead the eye to move up and down and experience the scale of 
architecture in relation to one’s self. They are mainly used to emphasize a specific 
feature creating a feeling of activity. 

Horizontal lines
Horizontal lines move the eye through the eye level plane to look around and 
experience the scale of the space. Low horizontal lines create a feeling of rest. 

Form
Shapes are made by enclosing space with an outline, and forms represent the 3d 
mass of the shape. Forms are seen in the hard and soft scapes and they strongly 
attract eyes. People often distinguish forms even when a portion is visible and the 
more familiar it is, the easier for the eye to perceive the rest. 

Circular form
Circles can be divided into different segments and combined with lines to create 
arcs and tangents. They are a strong form that attracts the eye to the center to 
emphasize focal points. 

Square form
Squares are more associated with tiling and patterns of different materials because 
they are easy to work with in construction. 

Irregular polygons
Polygons can have many straight edge sides. The difference in angles can create 
interesting shapes although it might be complex, it is preferred to stay simple. 

Naturalistic Forms
Meandering lines
Meandering lines imitate nature’s smooth lines with deep curvatures that are 
inspired from rivers or streams. They work mainly for walkways, plant beds and 
water streams. They add interest and mystery to the space. 

Organic edges
Organic edges mimic natural edges from plants, rocks etc. and are mainly rough 
and irregular. 

Fragmented edges
Fragmented edges represent shatter or broken pieces of stones or pavement and is 
often used to create a gradient of gradual disappearance of edges. 

1 Hansen, Gail. 2010. “Basic Principles of Landscape Design.” Horti-
culture, no. July: 12.

Color in Plants and Hardscape
Flowers, foliage, bark, and plant fruit make up the colors of the space. Most colors 
are typically muted in natural materials such as stone and wood, and tend to be 
variations of brown, tan and pale yellow. Bright colors are commonly used in 
processed materials inside the hardscape.
Color is an important factor in generating interest in the landscape and its variety. 
They have emotional properties, spatial perception, quality of light, balance, and 
emphasis. One color property is portrayed in relation to temperature — colors 
appear to be cool or warm, and may affect psychological behavior. Cold shades 
help to simmer down, which can be used for calming or serenity in places. Warm 
colors tend to be more energetic and can be used in entertainment areas and 
celebrations. The “temperature” of colors can also influence distance perception. 
Cool colors tend to subside and are considered to be more remote, making a place 
feel bigger. Warm colors appear to develop and are seen to be relatively close, 
attempting to make a space feel smaller.

Texture
Texture applies to whether the surface of the plant or hard surfaces material is 
looking and/or acting rough or fine. Fine texture magnifies the distance and offers 
a growing, more open space look. Strong texture makes distance limited. Texture 
influences distance and size vision. It is better to locate plants such that the fine 
textures are around the outer edges, the medium textures are in the centre, and 
the rough textures are closer to the audience, to make a room look larger. In the 
landscape, the small size of the fine texture fades and is interpreted as being much 
further away. Place the rough textures around the outside edges and the fine 
textures nearest to the audience to help a space look smaller. The roughness makes 
the plants appear closer and makes the space feel smaller.

Coarse texture
Hardscape with a rough texture includes rough-cut stone, rocky-finished brick, 
and unfinished wood with knots and a grain raised. Used or aged building material 
which preserves a weather-beaten surface is sometimes coarse in texture.

Medium texture
The medium textured hardscape features traditional paver stones pavers, broom-
brushed concrete and finished wood. 

Fine texture
Fine textured hardscape contains smooth stone, wooden or ceramic vessels, 
and glass ornaments. Smooth water is known to be fine textured, such as that 
encountered in a swimming pool, or water with a very fine mist.
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Lines vs Curves

In order to challenge the occupant before inhabiting it, a space must inherit specific criteria, so that this type of spatial quality makes it unusual to other average space. 
Users need to use their mental construct to deal with challenging spaces so that with this kind of public spaces they can have better opportunity to heal senses. Exercising 
the mind in this manner is an efficient way of staying emotionally alert and balanced, while distracting their ailment. In architecture, the vocabulary of forms often has a 
connection to the sensation one gets from space. Natural environment for instance has soft edges, with no sharp angles. The healing architecture must try to interpret and 
imitate the characteristics of natural behavior into a built form even though the common architecture uses endless straight lines. It is because, in spaces, organic replication 
imposes no limitations other than rectilinear spaces. The fluidity of natural space appears to be less harmful and more soothing to the eyes.

“In other words,” says Vartanian, “we prefer curves because they signal lack of threat, i.e. safety.”

The swimming pools often show the Ludus and Paideia differences. Aside from categorizing children and adult zones, the criteria for competition lead to complex rectangular 
formats which were quickly subdivided into bands. The ‘Free Form’ pools represented recreational swimming, with fun as the key focus rather than exercise. Le Corbusier 
developed a binary system that he applied to many projects: its outline depicting one side of the rectangle, and the other side shaped like a kidney, interconnected as if 
competition shifted between swimming and splashing.1 

“Right angles don’t attract me. Nor straight, hard and inflexible lines created by man,” Niemeyer wrote in his 1998 memoir, The Curves of Time. “What attracts me are free 
and sensual curves. The curves we find in mountains, in the waves of the sea, in the body of the woman we love.”

1 De Arce, Rodrigo Pérez. City of play: an architectural and urban history of recreation and leisure. Bloomsbury Publishing, 2018.

Fig.49  Oscar Niemeyer Curved Sketches

Fig.50  Ludus and paideia in Corbusier’s binary pool scheme
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Blue Spaces vs Green Spaces

As the relaxing hue of nature has a powerful influence on human psychology, the color ‘Classic Blue’ was chosen to be the Pantone Color of the Year for 2020.

According to a 2016 study, people who live in areas where they get the opportunity to be in contact with water and graze the soothing blue color of its surface were 
associated with lower levels of stress and better mental health. In contrast, green spaces, in other studies were proven to not have a similar effect.

These findings can help urban planners to design in a way to boost mental health in public spaces as mentioned by Amber Pearson a health geographer and assistant 
professor at Michigan State University 

“It’s kind of intuitive that you spend time gazing out at the water and it’s relaxing.”

“We’re living in an increasingly urbanized world. A lot of wealthy countries have over 85 percent of the population living in cities… so if we can find features in cities that 
promote mental health, this is really going to help us into the future.”

Fig.51  Twitter post by @Pantone
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Blue Spaces vs Green Spaces

A study on Wellington, New Zealand1, explored several unique features. Wellington being the capital, it is considered a highly urbanized city. Similar to Barcelona, the city 
is surrounded by water and has a lot of natural landscapes like forests and hills.

In contrast to most studies that examine health effects of people according to their distance from green or blue spaces, this study focuses on the ability to visually 
experience these spaces and not just live close to them. So, it explores spaces where the view could be blocked by any visual barriers.

Pearson and her group analyzed the map of Wellington to identify the neighborhoods where people could have visual access to green or blue spaces. Later they compared 
it with the results from the Health Survey that regularly examines the mental and physical health of residents across the country and the neighborhoods.

The results showed a significant impact on people’s mental health who had the opportunity to visually connect with water of the sea. Therefore, visibility of blue space 
was linked to lower stress in relation to different ages, sex and classes. Moreover, Pearson said that such neighborhoods had lower crime rates and higher mental stability.

Pearson further doubts that it might not only be the visual aspect of water spaces that have the biggest role in feeling less stressed.

“There may be other features besides just visual exposure,”

“Think about looking out at the ocean: you can hear it, hear the waves, and there’s a rhythm to that. You can also smell the ocean. We’re not sure if it’s just visual — it may 
be other senses as well.”

To her surprise, the study found that green spaces didn’t have a similar soothing effect. Although many other studies proved that living near green spaces may contribute 
to better life satisfaction and sense of worth and happiness.

 

1 Nutsford, Daniel, Amber L. Pearson, Simon Kingham, and Femke Reitsma. 2016. “Residential Exposure to Visible Blue Space (but Not Green Space) Associ-
ated with Lower Psychological Distress in a Capital City.” Health and Place 39: 70–78. 

Fig.52  Wellington Harbor, Nw Zealand
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Case study: Blue and Green Spaces as Therapeutic Landscapes: Health Effects of Urban Water Canal Areas of Isfahan

Blue spaces cover all levels of the city where water exists or is flowing . Three cross-sectional studies evaluated the mental health advantages of blue spaces . The first 
study confirmed that the proportion of urban blue spaces in buffers of 1 and 3 km is not associated with mental health . The second study showed that living less than 5 km 
from the coast improved mental health (measured with the general health questionnaires) compared to living further away, even after adjusting for a percentage of green 
space and fresh water . The third study did not observe associations between the presence of blue spaces (within buffers ranging from 100 to 1000 m) and mental health .

By healthy blue space, we mean health-enabling places and spaces, where water is at the center of a range of environments with significant potential for the promotion 
of human wellbeing. The term blue demonstrates its established associations with oceans, seas, lakes, pools, and other bodies of water . Relationships between the body, 
health, and place are remarkable in culturally shaped health geographies .1

1 Vaeztavakoli, Amirafshar, Azadeh Lak, and Tan Yigitcanlar. 2018. “Blue and Green Spaces as Therapeutic Landscapes: Health Effects of Urban Water Canal 
Areas of Isfahan.” Sustainability (Switzerland) 10 (11). 

Fig.53  Canal of Isfahan
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Fig.54  Salutogenic effects of water

Salutogenic effect of Waterscapes supporting healthy lifestyles and well-being

‘Salutogenic’ refers to a health approach that focuses on the factors that improve human health 
and well-being. Salutogenic environments support healthy behaviors and responses. It is how 
the landscape experience can act as a prophylactic against illness moderating causes of ill-health, 
mental or physical. Salutogenic benefits of any space are categorise to the three pathways believed 
to mediate in the relationship between nature and health: (1) increased physical activity in natural 
environments; (2) the restorative mental benefits of experiencing nature; and (3) the social contact 
encouraged by a space.1

Mental health benefits of blue space 
The most known health effect of blue space is the perceived restoration. In relation to green spaces 
or urban settings, water settings offer greater opportunity for psychological restoration. This comes 
from the positive associations from memories; and sometimes, owing to how we are naturally drawn 
to water environments because they have historically supported human settlements. There is very 
limited evidence proving improved stress recovery from a group of chronically stressed participants 
when exposed to a park with a large water body. Studying the effects of walking in different settings 
in adults with mental health problems, found green-blue spaces to greatly affect stress recovery. 

Physical health benefits of blue space 
A common form of physical activity associated with blue space is walking alongside a water channel 
or coastal edge. There are some empirical evidence that proves that water edge positively promotes 
levels of physical activity, or that it encourages people to walk further than ordinary in the presence 
of a water edge. Waterside promotes greater opportunities for physical activity and recreation like 
sailing and swimming.

Social benefits of blue space 
Blue space clearly offers scope for recreation and social interaction by engaging and attracting 
people from different cultures and backgrounds. 

Factors influencing perception of blue space 
Perception of blue space is more sensitive to environmental parameters as follows: 

Color: 
In photographic studies, it is believed that the color blue was an important variable in reactions 
to setting – when the ‘blueness’ of a photo containing a water setting is removed the effect is 
weakened but not completely lost.

Climate: 
Blue spaces under dark weather are recognized to be less restorative. Studying the effect of light 
on water and perception has found water ‘in light’ was preferred by visitors to urban waterfronts. 
Temperature is another potential factor of environmental perception for water settings specially in 
hot climates when the water has a cooler temperature, there is a higher perceived restorativeness.

Aesthetics: 
As defined by Steven Holl, the reflective quality of water is a phenomenal characteristic when 
compared to transparent surfaces.

Prospect and sense of openness: 
Large open water bodies were more preferred. A beach at low tide is potentially more restorative, 
due to being more open and less crowded. The views above water perceived to be more attractive 
and more restorative than sub-aquatic water environments, which is owing to reduced water clarity, 
depth of field and fears of drowning or marine life. 

Aquatic sounds: 
The sound of water may have a restorative potential in terms of promoting tranquillity. People 
prefer natural sounds of water as a screen for urban noise as compared to the sounds of formal 
water features.

1 Lalou, Georgia, Alex Deffner, and Sotiria Katsafadou. 2017. “Sensory Landscapes of 
Creativity: Towards a New Form of Identity Branding.” International Journal of Progressive Sciences 
and Technologies 6 (December): 18–26.
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Water: Phenomenal Lens - The Negotiator

In his book “Questions of Perception”1, Steven Holl classifies phenomenology into eleven phenomenal zones, defining water as the phenomenal lens. He further explains 
that Water is a major character of experiencing, thus we know it as “phenomenal lens” and its powers are:

A. Reflection
He describes it in the reflection of nature on the still water pool making it seem more intense than the actual view. A flat glass plate that reflects that background sharply. 
The intense focal lines of sunlight on the bottom of the pool acting like a lens. It gives us the sense of weather change predictability through changing in reflections by 
early rain droplets causing ripples on the surface or blurred image due to change in wind intensity. The psychological power of reflection exceeds the science of refraction.

B. Spatial reversal
Seeing space in a parallel universe that is mirrored to the touched reality. Clouds passing overhead and the Dusk’s twilight from space mirrored through this phenomenal 
lens.

C. Refraction
It produces a particular magic in architecture incorporating water

D. Transformation of light rays
The transformation of light through material. The fantastic patterns of moving water projected on walls and ceiling.

In Greek legend, the fact that Narcissus fell in love with his own image he saw on water is due to the hypnotic power of the reflective surface. Water has always maintained 
its place as one of the most important design elements in successful designs devised from the past to present. The designs related to water have always attracted people 
and aroused interest on them. Water has been used for different purposes as a design element with its symbolic, visual and auditory features. It has helped to provide the 
effect which is desired to be created in design by causing different reactions on people with its different circumstances. The features of water lie behind its endless diversity. 
Water flowing at variable speeds (still, moving) can be deep or shallow. It acquires numerous colors and creates different sounds. Each feature of it gives life for a different 
application and space usage in landscape designs. The movement and stillness factors are always included in the essence of designs related to water.

Designers generally use the visual form and function of the water in their planning. Water is used to enhance the visual quality of the space in designs. However, water has 
also healing psychological effects in addition to its various physical features (being a noise barrier, changing climate, etc). They address the movements, form and model of 
water and its endless transformation from source to the sea. This transformation starting from raindrops and going up to fog, sprinkle, fast flowing water, creeks, streams 
and seas has an important place in human memory.

1 Holl, Steven, Juhani Pallasmaa, and Alberto Pérez Gómez. Questions of perception: phenomenology of architecture. William K Stout Pub, 2006.

Fig.55  Narcissus, painting by Caravaggio, between 1594 and 1596
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However, the large pool also provides a dynamic sense that contrasts with the atmosphere of the quiet pavilion. The reflection of the pavilion is highly influenced by the 
angle of light falling on the pavilion and the weather. In this sense, the perfect reflection is only achieved when the sun is incident on the pavilion façade facing the pool and 
this makes us unconsciously connected to time. Moreover, a windy climate can make the reflection blurred or unfocused creating a dreamy perception of the building. This 
effect is also linked to ripples created on the surface from drizzle and hence we are aware of the climate.

Furthermore, the clear surface of the pool acts as a lens  that can also be colored to mimic color filters that eliminate specific or enhance specific colors of the pavilion 
changing our outer perception of the space and the interior reflections of colored light rays.

Therefore, the pool constantly changes our visual perception of the pavilion in relation to some tangible and intangible factors that make the experience always different 
in contrast to the still character of the pavilion.

Fig.56  Large Pool Surface Experimentation Collage

Fig.57  Large Pool Surface Reflection

Barcelona Pavilion / Mies van der Rohe

Water as a phenomenal lens is highly expressed in the Barcelona Pavilion designed by Mies van der Rohe in 1929.  A fundamental element of the pavilion design was water. 
The design aims to juxtapose the interior of the pavilion to two reflecting pools. The first pool is placed behind the internal pavilion with “The Dancer” bronze sculpture by 
Georg Kolbe and reflects light into the space to and illuminate the marble and travertine pavers.

The large shallow pool act as a large horizontal mirror that creates a symmetry to the eye of the real world and its reflection. It compliments the mass of the pavilion as it 
stretches across the plinth. The reflective nature of the pool surface enhances the elegance and sleek lines creating a place of solitude and reflection.
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Experiencing Water - Meeting again

Water environments have been background components for most urban dwellers today, and, if considered at all, are viewed solely for their visual beauty or functional 
importance.

The sparkling qualities of the water and patterns generated on its surface will induce cultural reactions that are very different from those arising from certain kinds of 
entities being viewed. The eye can track shape and color in detail with inanimate objects, but with flowing motion, the eye attempts to cope with an element it cannot catch. 
It is continuously changing in color, lightness and shape that can encourage the attachment of a vast range of experiences and cultural significances to water. Obtaining 
vision of and encountering water will have been an important component of the experience acquired by shifting through the landscape.

Every movement of water would generate a sound and water would have developed an essential part of the urban soundscape like the movement of water across 
waterways, gullies pipes and drains and the pouring of water through puddles. Moreover, walking through water can’t be done silently and the act will have the walker 
focused on that particular place and moment in time. The way in which it is experienced through touch is related to the act of moving through water, which can be extremely 
variable due to the changing nature of water, particularly with regard to its temperature and movement speed or whether it is still or frozen.

Perhaps the traces of water-related religious practice can be found in terms of efforts to consider the various features of water and value the ability that water has to offer 
the basis for daily existence as well as cause damage and suffering.

Through its physical properties and the human use, experience, control, management and distribution of water, water obtains a sense of materiality. Such materiality 
formed part of the urban system as well as buildings, and care is needed as archeological research separates perceived ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ components landscapes.
They are the focal points for performative activities that constantly bring value to the places and reconstitute their importance. Towns are approached through human 
activity, movement, interaction and memory acquire meaning. The cultural reactions to the watery environments brought them landscape materiality. In terms of 
personality and opinion assessment, the behaviors, motivations, and reactions to various aspects of water in the urban setting may be understood. Changes to waterscapes 
have architectural properties: they themselves are architectural elements when rivers and other sources of water are encountered, arranged, and changed. 

Fig.58  Claude Monet “The Water-Lily Pond” 1899Fig.59  Joaquin Sorolla y Bastida “The Young Yachtsman” 1909
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Water as seen by architects

Architects express a variety of experiences through architecture, which responses to the context of the urban frame and its 
relationship to water. Recreational spaces are an important element that promotes the health of cities, providing places for 
diverse ways of relaxation and exchange. As critic Tracy Metz has noted, “Leisure is more than the time that you can spend 
as you like … Our social identity is determined by the way we spend our leisure at least as much as by the work we do or the 
possessions we own … We want to be stimulated, we want to enjoy, to experience something, to try out everything …”1. New 
recreational spaces designed by architects and urban planners have changed the landscape of cities discovering new ways to 
engage with water. These opportunities vary from just sitting on a water edge and letting the water run through one’s fingers to 
complete body engagement like  swimming. In this way, people always seek out opportunities to be close to water. Throughout 
history, architects shaped water to provide us recreational venues such as the water gardens at the Villa d’Este in Tivoli, and the 
popular amusement park Tivoli Gardens, that have attracted visitors due to their water based activities. 

Architects have worked on transforming industrial waterways into recreational and cultural spaces with activities taking 
advantage of the poetic qualities of water. Other recreational venues integrate water as a component part of the design. 
All these works aimed to offer a diversity of leisure spaces that can serve a range of people and activities promoting play, 
relaxation, education and interaction: all essential aspects of daily life. 

Some of the most influential architects in the field of waterscaping and designing with water are, Charles Moore, Aron Betsky 
and Herbert dreiseitl. These architects have succeeded in exploring the aesthetic of water and expressing its dramatic impact 
on the human to create an emotional relationship with the place.

1 Metz, Tracy, and Els Brinkman. Pret!: Leisure en landschap. Nai Uitgevers, 2002.
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Charles Moore Water bodies classification

In Water and Architecture, Charles Moore describes the holiness of water element; 
no matter the specific geographical location, water is interconnected with the spirit 
of water universally. He classifies water into three categories: fountains, rivers and 
canals, and seas. These represent the complete water cycle on earth.

The Fountain
Represents the wellsprings of the mythic water and the cultivation of life. It symbolizes 
the first stage and origin of water. Metaphorically, it is seen as a heart source, pumping 
blood to create a life-sustaining cycle. Water always returns to its fountain heart-
source to be renewed and to begin the cycle again after circulating.
It brings an interesting element of life to the built environment. It can be found in all 
parts of the urban fabric. All fountains are designed for one primary purpose - to bring 
life into a singular space. Introducing fountains can provide a strong link to water, even 
when the physical appearance of the fountain is not grand. They create a place where 
a person can be still, move into a relaxed state of disconnection, and separate the 
mind and body from the daily stress by fading it away for a time.

Rivers and Canals
Serve as water’s arteries and veins. Metaphorically, they are waters of connection 
and communication. Rivers are classic examples of water arteries that flow through 
both space and time.
People and life are the blood that flows in the veins of rivers and canals.
A river is always moving and flowing, creating the impression that each “step” we take 
inside of a river is new. Similarly, the water’s edge is constantly changing; and thus, 
every movement and each activity of users within space in the urban fabric feels new.
In ancient Egypt, the Nile River connected the pyramids, cities, towns, villages, and 
farms, creating an expansive and powerful civilization. The pharaohs were also 
spiritually connected through the river; it was believed to represent the tears of their 
deity Ra. This is how water can affect the textures within a civilization. 

The Sea
Represents the beginning and the end of the water cycle. Its vastness memories 
and experiences have the greatest power over people’s emotions. The seemingly 
infinite waters confront human mortality and smallness, but their extensive presence 
on Earth cloaks us in feelings of immediacy, intimacy, and belonging. People swim 
in the sea, cross it on voyages, walk on its beaches, explore its depths, and seek to 
conquer it. Just as the boundless oceans frame our days, they are also the magnificent 
beginning and end of the water cycle. The oceans’ endless volume continually absorbs 
fresh water from rains, rivers, and streams to begin the cycle anew.
Examining man’s connection with the sea. As a person looks out over water to the 
horizon, an intangible psychological connection can be made. It’s color physically 
depicts the feeling of an emotion, through it’s greyness, blueness, or even the clarity. 
The color of water is used to set the tone or mood of the piece and greatly affect the 
experience of the person watching or looking at a particular scene in film and art. In 
film, when a character is feeling happy, we are much more likely to see sparkly blue 
water in them frame than stormy grey water. In architecture and design, water has 
limitless ways to be incorporated. Thus, it is important to understand the medium 
of water and its influence, in its countless forms, on the experiences of the users of 
the space.1

1 Moore, Charles W., and Jane Lidz. Water in Architecture. 
London: Thames and Hudson, 1994.

Fig.60  Water forms
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Fig.61  Panorama Placa Reial

Fig.62  People resting around the fountain in Placa Reial

Tres Gràcies (Plaça Reial) / Antoni Rovira i Trias

Plaça Reial in Barcelona was built in honour of the Spanish King Ferdinand VII who was to be memorialized by a statue of him on horseback in the centre of the square. 
However, the monument was not built and, in its place, stands the fountain of three graces.

Nowadays, the unique ambiance of the square is emphasized by the fountain making it one of Barcelona’s busiest and most vibrant porticoed squares. The fountain acts as 
a gathering spot where people come closer together and rest on the edge of the flowing water, enjoying its coolness in a hot summer day. 

As expressed by Charles Moore, the fountain brings life to the place although it is not grand in its physical appearance. People are unconsciously drawn into the middle of 
the square near the fountain and are suddenly moved into a state of relax and disconnection from the daily stress and tiredness.
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Experiencing Water through the eyes of Aron Betsky

Aaron Betsky, President of the School of Architecture at Taliesin (formerly the Frank Lloyd School of Architecture), is a widely published critic on art, architecture and design. 
From his point of view the phenomenological value of water is not always recognized because cities no longer develop around water sources such as rivers, springs, pools 
and harbours. Rather, cities now develop around airports, shopping centres or highways, thereby causing people to no longer recognise the presence of water and yet 
demand its availability. 

Betsky also believes that water is spatially characterized as one of four aspects in architecture: a point, a line, a pool and an edge.1 A point represents gathering, a line acts 
as the source of power, a pool refers to a place of culture and reflection and an edge as a place of restrictions and imagination.

I. The Point of gathering

This centering or point of gathering can produce magical connotations where individuals can experience an escape from everyday life and journey towards mysterious 
grottoes.

II. The Line as a source of power
The ‘line’ can be classified as a controlled river, running through a landscape. It often gives birth to hierarchical societies whose rulers mimic the line in their developments. 
Thus, the line becomes a source of power.

In the Salk institute Kahn integrates the narrow strip of water that incorporates the ocean, horizon and sky as all parts creating the overall experience of the space. Therefore 
the line of water becomes the connecting agent between the sea and sky. It gives a life symbol to the flow of water relating to the activities and hard work of the students 
and workers in the institution. 

According to Tom van Gelder (Phenomenologist and biologist) apart from being a source of power, water as an element is characterized by flow and penetrability. Seeing 
flowing water, even more so when it forms part of a productive landscape and especially during a hot day, can relax people and encourage them to follow the flow of the 
water. When this happens, it is possible to say that the power of water lies in its attractiveness.

III. The Edge of reflection 
The edge and the pool mirror each other. The edge is visible when looking at the coast, or the delta where the earth, water and sky mix and give birth to civilization.

Individuals can be especially overwhelmed when experiencing the threshold between land, water and distances viewed. An intangible feeling of emotion is experienced 
when people enter the pool or overlook the entire site, as well as when they view the city from an edge.

1 Betsky, A. 1995. ‘Take Me to the Water – Dipping into the History of Water in Architecture’, Archi-textural Design Journal, 65(1), 9-6.

Fig.63  Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute
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Fig.64  View over La Sagrada Familia from Plaça Gaudí 

Plaça Gaudí / Nicolao Rubio-y-Tuduri

This square was acquired as a space specifically for admiring the beauty and aesthetics, and compliment the details of La Sagrada Familia in its landscape. The square 
contains a huge pond spanning an area of 3000 square meters. 

The architect planned the square using water as means for visual appreciation of the church. The pond perfectly reflects the huge volume of the church at a specific time 
where the light rays from the sun are incident on the façade and reflects upon the pool surface. The reflection gives a heavenly look to the façade. In this way, the eye 
explores the concept of reality and the parallel universe reflected. As a result, this reflection does not only compliment the beauty of the great architecture but also doubles 
it and gives a distinct visual perspective that can only be experienced through the water surface.

This makes up a situationist moment that is only perceived at specific time with a specific context and a certain position that provides pleasure only in this situation.

As defined by Aron Betsky, individuals can be overwhelmed when experiencing the edge between land and water but the mirror effect of the water surface also create an 
edge between the real world and its distinctive reflection.
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Font Màgica de Montjuïc / Carles Buïgas

Also called as The magic Fountain is Barcelona’s greatest ornamental fountain and a part of a composition 
involving several fountains, cascades and pools Avinguda de la Reina Maria Cristina.

This “colossal, daring and costly piece of work” designed by Carles Buigas was meant to be an emblem of the 
Catalan capital during the great universal exhibition (1929). Unfortunately, the fountain was dejected and 
turned off after the civil war during the period between 1955 and 1970s. Later, as a preparation of the city to 
welcome global tourists for the 1992 Olympic games, the fountain was restored and renewed and reclaimed 
its place as a symbol of Barcelona today. Now, it is one of Barcelona’s favorite touristic destinations.

The fountain complex begins with linear series of fountains along Avinguda de la Reina Maria Cristina that 
lead to the major Magic fountain. These linear stripes of smaller water fountains act as a guide for people 
welcoming them to the stage where water performs to amaze the audience. The ‘line’ as classified by Aron 
Betsky, gives a hierarchical sense where the body is exposed to several perceptions through the journey 
getting closer to the main event.

The main stage is the Magic Fountain where jets of water dance along with colors and cultural music creating 
a live theatre like performance where the users of the space represent the audience appreciating the show. 
Although for many people, the idea of sitting in front of a fountain may not sound exciting enough, it is 
disarmingly entertaining and charming. The stage is seen as a centring point where the people surround and 
enjoy their time being connected to culture through music, nature through the characteristics of water and 
most importantly together.
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Fig.65  Avinguda de la Reina Maria Cristina Initial design

Fig.66  Collage of present day design of the fountain with human representations of guides and performers
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Phenomenology of Herbert dreiseitl’s work 

“Water is far from just being a designer’s resource or material: it begs to have its vital possibilities rediscovered.” This quote is part of the philosophy of Atelier dreiseitl.

It is not water itself, but it is the way how water reacts to the environment, the surrounding, how it dances with light or how light dances on water. But by itself, water is 
always completely selfless; it’s fragile; it’s passive; it is taking everything and therefore open to all influences.

To design with the water, an important point when it comes to aesthetics is that unnecessary things are not added, but that things are purified: which means to make it as 
simple as possible, simplicity. 

Moreover, life is something you cannot grasp; you cannot hold it; since if you try to hold it you have lost it already. It is just like water. If you start to hold it, it slips through 
your fingers, so to work with water you’re almost forced to work with the surroundings. It is to work with the conditions where life can happen, but one can never work 
with life itself.

People are so crazy today fighting each other about religion. But if one studies religion, it is seen that basic things about life and water are always the same. Either the 
Jewish, the Christians, the Muslims or Hindus, all these religions share a deep wisdom about water. 

“To go into water, one has to hold back, to observe, to think about the process and then finally, slowly an idea might come up and then by bringing it up, one can work with 
sound and light reflection. For me this was for me a very inspiring thing.”

“The early work was more like a traditional way of working; because that was how I was trained and I was working more with objects and stone and with forms and shapes. 
The water was going through and I guided the water, took care of the movements so water could do something.”1

1 Bijlsma, T. 2013. Designing with the aesthetics of water: a phenomenological exploration of Herbert Dreiseitl’s work. http://edepot.wur.nl/293775.

Fig.67  Queens Botanical Garden / AIA Top Ten by Herbert Dreiseitl
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Five principles for designing with water-aesthetics through Herbert Dreiseitl’s work 

I. Integrating natural and artificial systems. Dreiseitl often includes water reservoirs in his designs followed by artificial routing of water flow. By combining the natural forms 
of water in urban spaces with the artificial flow of water, this natural behavior can be experienced.

II. Exploring the different seasonal properties of water bodies. In his works, he makes use of the changes occurring in water interms of color or change in size of water plants 
or how the climate affects the surface. All this play a role in our visual and audial seasonal experience. 

III. Analyzing complete aesthetic characteristics of any addition to design. Different aesthetic experiences can be gained from the properties of water in Dreiseitl’s designs. 
However, Dreiseitl gained these insights through various experimentation and analysis of waterscape properties.

IV. Designing holistically in relation to the metaphysical nature of water including both artistic and architectural approach. The surrounding landscape play a big role in 
emphasizing the aesthetics of water. In this way, the perception is obtained by water as a mean and not an end.

V. Designing to promote more active than passive experiences. Waterscapes in public spaces are believed to be more interesting and magical when physical interaction is 
possible rather than just passive experience. In his work in Hann. Münden, Dreiseitl takes advantage of water properties to build unique interactive elements that guide 
the visitors to use and explore them. 1

1 Bijlsma, T. 2013. Designing with the aesthetics of water: a phenomenological exploration of Herbert Dreiseitl’s work. http://edepot.wur.nl/293775.

Fig.68  Hannoversch Münden / Terrapin Bright Green
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Park Diagonal Mar / EDAW & EMBT

Park Diagonal Mar is a large-scale park that is expected to have an increased scale due to its situation and design. The Park acts as connection bringing people from the city 
to the beach and in the same time integrating water from the sea with the life of the city through several means. 

However, scale is not considered the best quality of the park. The park is a perfect example of contemporary forms of waterscapes and different perception situations. 
Moreover, water represents the backbone of the park providing various lived experiences and source for different life forms and vegetation. Thus it combines between the 
natural and artificial systems

A wide lake with a zigzag bridge crossing with a surprising waterfall ending is a way to 
enjoy the flow of water bellow the bridge and connect to the nature of water and the 
life forms living in it. The design highly takes advantage of organic and curvilinear forms 
to mimic the edges of nature and its non-uniformity creating a sense of discovery and 
imagination throughout the walk along the water edge where the body is never bored.

Another form of water that embodies the enjoyment and memories is the twisted steel 
pipe sculptures that expel vaporized water. These water pipes are the only instruments 
that allow people to feel water on their skin and achieving the most intimate connection 
with it. This helps in cooling the environment and provides a space for fun for children. 
As a result, due to this interaction between the body and the space through the 
different forms of water, the person is emotionally and sensually engaged to the place. 
Unfortunately, the pipe sculptures are non-functional today, but they still stand as a 
piece of art that mimics the natural ecosystem in an artificial way where birds use it as 
trees. Furthermore, visitors are constantly reminded of moments they spent under the 
cold misty breeze and the experience the enjoyed.

Therefore we can deduce that it promotes action more than the passive experience.
Fig.69  Vapor pipe sculptures

Fig.71  Visitors enjoying the solitude moment 

Fig.70  Zigzag bridge over the wide lake
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Water as a common language - Symbolism 

Water is considered the most symbolic element of all the classical elements. While all elements partially tolerate us, water 
intimately embraces us. Throughout history it has played many roles in our lives. As our bodies are mostly made of water, it 
gives life and cleanses our body. Charles Moore describes that its symbolism comes from its ability to maintain its identity 
throughout the changes happening in history. As a source of life, water represents fertility while can also symbolize destruction 
through its transformation capacity during floods and erosion. Flowing water embodies the passing of time while the still water 
symbolizes timelessness. Moreover it symbolizes physical immersion, immediacy and sexuality, that’s why it has always hovered 
our imagination between human and supernatural words. 

The symbolism of water plays an interesting role within different cultures, religions, and regions in the world. Water is found in 
every culture that has ever been known, having a strong power over the human spirit. From water, all life is born and also found 
within us. Without water, we die.

It’s color plays a role in it’s symbolism; the different colors represent different human emotions. The color blue, can represent 
coolness, peace, and openness. There are two main categories of water symbolism in connection to cultures: physical symbolism 
and spiritual symbolism. In physical symbolism, water is compared to items that can be touched or created. In spiritual 
symbolism, water is defined as a creator, the force from which all life and humanity began.

Another symbol is the embodied enjoyment of life; this is seen in the free-flowing, unrestricted, unbounded, and capricious 
nature of water when left untouched. Water has a sense of playfulness that when applied in any site, whether natural or man-
made, it provides activity and life. When used within plazas in the urban fabric, it symbolically engages the space to play and 
activity by creating an escape from the surrounding distractions. Accessing water not only promotes freedom and playfulness 
but also creates an urban node within a city. 

It also creates a sense of relief and coolness in hot, arid places. For this reason, water features are perfect in play areas. A perfect 
example of both water’s playfulness and its ability to help cool can be seen when fire departments in New York City open up fire 
hydrants for the community, especially for children, during heat spells.1

1 Tabucbuc, Mark. “Human Experience: Integrating the Senses Through the Intimacy Between Water and the 
Urban Fabric.” (2016).
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Water Symbolism in Spain

In Spain, culture and architecture was highly influenced by the Persian Moors who introduced the idea of using water to bring beauty to a space in a functional way. They 
believed that every drop of water should be used strategically to trigger the human senses. 

In Spain, Moorish architecture focused on creating an experiential human journey. As an example, Generalife Gardens in Granada, was based on a concept that water will 
guide the visitor through the gardens. A visitor will be attracted to follow the water’s course and, through it’s trickling sound, will know the certain path they should take. 
In Alcazar Gardens in Seville, however, water has no boundaries, and yet the visitor is drawn to approach the water as closely as he or she desires. This type of fountain, 
especially on hot summer days, offers visitors wandering through the gardens a chance to cool off.1

1 Tabucbuc, Mark. “Human Experience: Integrating the Senses Through the Intimacy Between Water and the Urban Fabric.” (2016).

Fig.72  Water channel - Alcázar of Seville, Spain Fig.73  Water fountain - Alcázar of Seville, Spain
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History of Urban Social Bathing

Architecture is the result of historical activities and values, and the technologies used in its development. In the mid-18th century, many cities focused on river baths as 
an alternative option for bathing because obtaining a central water supply was difficult and most cities didn’t have the financial means to construct public bathhouse. In 
Germany, Flußbäder, or river baths, were seasonal facilities and provided bathing services, also used for swimming lessons for children.

In the early-to-mid twentieth century, the use and commissioning of river baths declined as there was increase stress on waterways for industrial use and a decline in water 
quality.

In recent decades, there has been a revival in river/harbour baths as previously industrial ports are transforming to social and cultural districts. The contemporary river bath 
functions as a leisure destination in an urban context and extends public space onto the water.

Inspired by the Roman bathhouse, the Urban Spa offers people the context for enjoying the sensuous qualities of water. The Roman bath traditionally includes a caldarium 
(hot bath), a tepidarium (warm room with heated walls and floors) and sometimes a swimming pool, and a frigidarium (cold pool). Most of the patrons observed a 
prescribed bathing pattern while entering a bath house.  The ‘bathing proper’ started in the warm space following exercise and/or a treatment with oil. Nowadays, the 
heated space is interpretable as a sauna. Next they headed to steam pools. There was a waist-high cool water pool called a labrum next to the bath in the hot pools. The 
cool fountain water was used to clean the face and back. Bathers often returned to the warm room after the bath until completing the ritual with a dive into the invigorating 
cold bath.1

Some emperors tried to enforce gender segregation to prevent the baths being used for sexual activities

Communal bathing is a sort of regenerative activity that was recognized as important by the great cultures of the past. Within the human spirit, these primitive encounters 
are the root of rebirth. Symbolism is felt rather than recognized, as a form of primary expression.

Public bathing in both the Japanese and Islamic cultures have roots in social rituals. Both have similar affinities in their attitudes towards taking the waters but each has 
a different priority. In the Japanese culture, the intent is to maintain balance with nature while In the Islamic culture, the intent is to escape from the asphyxia of city life.

1 Walton, Fallon. “Badhuis Marineterrein: Re-imagining the bathhouse & combined energy production as contributing to valuable urban social space.” 
(2017).

Fig.74  Bath house timeline 
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Japanese Baths

For the Japanese, bathing is a passion that extends back to thousands of years. It is viewed as a religious experience as well as a source for sensual pleasure or cure for 
severe body disorders. 

In Japan, bathing is considered communal activity that strengthens the social and familial ties between individuals. Public bathhouses play a similar role of a public plaza 
or coffee house in European countries. Children are encouraged by their families and friends to explore the physical and spiritual blessings of being submerged in deep hot 
water for a long time. Therefore, bathing is the time spent to regain balance and reflection of one’s self so surroundings are designed to be restful and as close to nature 
as possible.

Japanese bathhouses used to provide leisure activities for their patrons. They were mostly situated in a second storey room where people would relax after a bath and enjoy 
a meal or play games and engage in conversations like a club-house atmosphere. Some recent bathhouses offer a small stage to host various shows. Modern baths have 
changed from earlier models by separating genders in the same building and sometimes do not include steam baths.1

1 Wong, Angela Siu-Kan. “Water, landscape, and architecture: a public bathhouse on the ocean side.” PhD diss., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994.

Fig.75  Interior of a Bathhouse by Torii Kiyonaga (1752–1815)
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Islamic Hammams

Islamic bathhouses we inspired by the Roman and Greek baths as a main responsibility of the rulers to provide public recreational and social facilities. 

The Islamic bathing process involved five steps starting with the seasoning of the body by heat, a vigorous massage, scrubbing the outer layer dead skin and removal of hairs, 
soaping and finally relaxation. During each step the user is escorted by a Tellak (attendant) for a symbolic fee.

Similar to the Roman and Japanese baths, it was considered a place for socializing and strengthening society ties. It was one of the few places that open earliest and close 
latest in the Islamic culture. Typically, people would treat each other for a bath like arranging a lunch date.

Usually, a bath visit may last as long as a day and sometimes just a few hours. As a happy and pleasuring activity, people would prepare a feast or play with their children 
or just socialize and gossip with each other.1

1 Wong, Angela Siu-Kan. “Water, landscape, and architecture: a public bathhouse on the ocean side.” PhD diss., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994.

Fig.76  Casablanca Mosque Hassan II Islamic Hammam Bath Pool
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Water Beyond Vision

It’s not just about the refreshing and mesmerizing look of flowing water, though. Water features add a unique quality to a landscape plan that no other element can: 

Sight: experience of dark and light, texture change due to movement and stillness, reflection like a mirror to the sky and birds.
 
Sound: bubbling or flowing water add a natural tranquility to outdoor spaces and lapping, tickling and quietness of the water builds a relaxing experience. The echo of birds 
over the surface and the sounds created by movement of people in the water.

Touch: feeling water with hands or bare feet or even on the whole body dipped in a pool. The floating sensation and drag against the physical movements in water.
 
Taste and smell: the saltness in the air and freshness produced from the surface of the sea. Mist and rain wets the landscape giving it a different sensation than the sunny 
dry weather, hence people can smell and taste the surrounding environment.

Fig.77  Contact with water
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Waterscapes and their sensual effects
 
While water often produces joyful, crazy and amusing emotions, it can make someone feel relaxed and serene, can build pleasant movements by making delicate curves 
or squirming, and often by covering rough surfaces, it produces various shapes. All of these are factors that should be taken into account when designing landscapes.

Still Water 

Water that conforms to the condition of the land on which it resides with gravity effect, and is in a stationary condition is considered still water. Still water becomes 
physically smooth and uninterruptedly offers the mind with the potential and opportunity to dream. The still water element also has a relaxing and calming characteristic 
in the area in which it exists.
It has roles like engaging users and putting together the individuals near it as a focal point, combined with the moisture and coolness it produces around them. The still 
water, which is used as the significant element in projects, is used to establish a calming impact in quiet and relaxed environments, and it is used to bring calming spirit to 
busy areas.

Active water

The active, visually exciting and pleasant sounding water is a dominant element that adds life to the space. Responsive water is an essential aspect of architecture for both 
its audio and visual effects. Moving waters create a more peaceful atmosphere in the crowded urban life by clearing out annoying sounds.
Throughout his 1977 research at Greenacre Park (a highly visited park in New York city centre), Burden discovered that visitors were beginning to exit the area by giving up 
talking while water flow in the waterfall was paused. 

Orienting water

In open spaces, the water feature plays an orienting function. The role of water  in shaping space is significant. It can direct people to the point that they want to highlight 
depending on their use. Linear water channels or linear pools typically have an orienting influence. These types of water features can be adapted to transport and walking 
activities.

Fig.78  Copenhagen Havnebad – Kalvebod, Denmark, BIGFig.79  Landscape - Flow of water on stone steps
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Forms of Waterscapes

Water Spaces
 Ponds and Pools: These small scale water bodies provide recreation 
and opportunities and habitats for wildlife. Moreover, their experiential qualities can 
be maximized through manipulating how people get into contact with them, their 
stillness, color, reflection, and the introduction of wildlife and plants.
 
 Water walls and moving water: The experience of water walls produce 
a dramatic and calming feeling of nature and is affected by the speed and quantity of 
the water and the texture of surface it flows on. Furthermore, moving water changes 
the whole atmosphere of the environment through it’s touch, sound and light and 
even affects the air by the mist produced.
 
 Moats- Water islands: These produce a wide range of aesthetics and 
recreation. When people are isolated in an island or boat surrounded by a reflective 
surface like water, this gives a feeling of security and isolation for meditation and 
reattaching oneself to his/her soul.

Water Paths
 Paths adjacent to water: People are naturally attracted to water and 
hence recreational walking is commonly associated with the flow of water along 
their vibrant edges. These paths can be designed to protect vulnerable landscapes or 
directing people through a specific experience.
 
 Linear water bodies: they enhance the experience of walking through 
the sequence and the variation of spaces along and how pathways are incident on 
them.

Water edges
 Beaches: the shallow gradient draws people towards the edge of the 
water and provides people with the recreational space with the visual connection and 
transition between land and water.

 Promenades: they are considered both as an edge and path since it 
provides an elongated space for recreation and social activities like skating, walking, 
talking etc.. With views over the horizon.

Water foci
 Fountains: Celebration of water as a source of life drawing people to 
interact and play. They also express power and control over natural environments. In 
contemporary urban spaces, fountains should be designed to interact with through 
their sound and cooling effect improving the micro climate.

 Fonts and wells: Small hidden water foci that attract people because 
of it’s historical and cultural significance and drinking water from it is a desirable 
experience.

Water thresholds
 Platforms: over water bridges provide people with intimate contact 
with water through fishing and the sound of water lapping against the structure.

   Water in entrance: not only provides calmness and animation but can 
also make a place very light and cool.

POOLS
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Water Soundscape
 
Public spaces are physically seen as materials, scales, visual spaces etc. However, they are also experienced through sound. Sound connects us to the space through the 
different frequencies and echoes that help us identify the properties of materials around us. It affects our emotional reaction to a space and make us create meaning to 
the place.

The sound of water moving through the landscape adds a distinct character to a space, offering a powerful aesthetic component to any design. Sound waves of water have 
been proved to promote restoration and self healing mechanisms. Moreover, studies demonstrated that these low frequency sounds, have a curative effect on the whole 
body, affecting emotions, respiration, digestion and even heart rate.

Sound waves reflecting on the surface of water help us understand the space more while observing the different echo’s. This reveals the energy of the space with the 
combination of sounds interacting with the sound of water. Moreover, water promotes orientation through its sound where users are able to locate and identify places and 
establish the ambiance of the environment. This perception tells us our position and situation in a place as the body starts to unconsciously relate itself to the information 
received. This orients one’s self in the surroundings.

Although there are many therapeutic benefits of sound, Steven Holl reminds us that tranquility is the most significant product of water soundscape. In addition, bathing 
creates a calm atmosphere through the balance of sound and stillness. In this way it evokes an experience of silence from external noises and focusses the attention on 
existence. As the user interacts with a space through the senses, this establishes a relationship between the physical being and the environment developing an identity in 
a space. Forexample, silence in a space allows users to highly engage with the space rather than being congested with information and busy life. As a result, this improves 
the connection between the different users and environment developing the memories.

The combination of visual with aural effects of water, takes us to a special place of meditation, connection and contemplation that is not achieved by any visual elements. 
The collision of water with itself or other materials unconsciously draws people to the source of sound. In that way it connects all the surroundings around it. 

Many designers insist on the use of waterscapes, which embody the nature of white noise that masks the outside noises while offering benefits to people. Thus water 
sounds act as a buffer from unwanted sounds and even gives people a mode of privacy in their conversations. Moreover, the echo of bird sounds on the water surface also 
gives natural effect to a space and makes us connected to the wildlife too.

Fig.80  Art Students Present Concert of Mixed Sounds in and Above Water
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Hypnotic Attraction - Foster + Partners’ Milan Apple Store

Milan’s Apple store was designed in pre-existing Piazza Del Liberty that was at many 
times abandoned. The architects developed a design that integrated the store 
underground with only the entrance available through a glass box with water falling 
on its sides on the piazza itself. They aimed to transform the whole piazza and create 
an amphitheater where people could stay and enjoy the sensory experience of the 
water curtain. This is considered a very brave move, since Apple would not agree to 
hide their stores and always aim to dominate the market. To their surprise, the design 
attracted more people due to the sensory experience. People were more drawn to 
the source of water which was the entrance to the store. The store is defined by a 
dramatic waterfall which surrounds the entrance while forming the backdrop to a 
large outdoor amphitheater. The eight-metre high glass walls contain a water feature 
that was, according to architects, supposed to be an “immersive recreation” of 
running through a fountain as a child. 

As Stefan Behling, head of studio at Foster + Partners describes in his own words:

“The fountain is an expression of child-like excitement that speaks to each one of us,” 

“In its simplicity, it echoes the idea of walking into a big fountain without getting wet, 
and the joy of being alive.”

“To work within one of Italy’s historic piazzas is both a great responsibility and 
wonderful challenge. We combined two fundamental elements of the Italian piazza 
— water and stone — adding a glass portal that creates a multi-sensory experience 
as visitors enter the store through a cascading fountain that seems to envelop them.”

As a result, the piazza became more livable and people were more connected and 
attached to the place when they gathered around the active water experience and 
enjoying the cooling effect while socializing and eating on the amphitheater.

Fig.81  Entrance sided by water curtain

Fig.82  Section of piazza showing the entrance to the store in relation to surroundings

Fig.83  Section of store and amphitheater
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Fig.84  People laying down and relaxing on the amphitheater

Fig.85  People gathered around the store entrance for the water effect

Fig.86  Piazza Del Liberty before intervention
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Water Tactility

Exploring the materiality in architecture, we involve ourselves into the haptic realm. 
As stated by Kenneth Frampton, our eyes define distance, while the skin touch defines 
nearness through an intimate dialogue with the material. Moreover, the intimate 
connection between man and water comes from the physical contact between skin 
and its materiality. Water as a material of landscape varies in its tactile characteristics 
through different means helping us to engage with it physically and spiritually. Water 
tactility is not embodied only in its visually physical form or texture, but it extends 
beyond the touch itself, affecting the whole body and the relationship between one 
body and another when submerged in it. Whether it’s the sticky, sweaty feeling of 
a humid day, or the feeling of stepping in puddle on a cold day, the sensation of 
wetness is very distinct. The researchers hypothesized that: “wetness perception is 
intertwined with our ability to sense cold temperature and tactile sensations such as 
pressure and texture”. One of the significant ways in which water affects our physical 
body through wetness, is how our skin wrinkles at our finger tips and feet as a reaction 
to this sensation to try to adapt and grip to the surroundings which is a very distinct 
experience.

Throughout history, water has been used as a therapeutic element. Water immersion 
causes a series of physiological changes to the human body affecting the skin, mucus 
membranes and muscles. The increased blood flow helps to improve the brain 
function as the immersion in water affects the nervous system reducing anxiety.

The thermal sensibility of a bath is a powerful stimulant in the creation of this 
relaxation effect, comfort and well-being. Throughout the different cultures, bathing 
was a method of cleansing both physically and morally which made the person feel 
lighter and more optimistic. During ritual bathing, traditions suggested a sequence 
to dipping in water in relation to its temperature such as starting with a tepid pool 
progressing to a hot bath and ending with a quick cold dip then relaxing. This change 
in temperature varies with different forms of water such as steam or vapor which can 
be used to either heat up the atmosphere in a room or cool the environment on a 
hot day in a public space. All this presents the thermal tactile factor of water which 
through studies has also been proven to affect the personality. For example, one 
study found that the individuals who were dipped in warm waters, were more likely 
to perceive others and themselves as friendlier, more trusting, and more generous 
than usual.

Moreover, water tactility does not only stop at its temperature or the feeling of 
wetness but also feeling water with hands or bare feet or even of the whole body 
enclosed by water in a pool. The floating sensation and drag against the physical 
movements in water develops a sixth sense related to touch which as emphasized by 
Steven Holl is the feeling of weightness and lightness. This floating sensation is only 
available in water and space which makes it completely different than the normal 
experience on land.  .

Fig.87  Finger wrinkles in water

Fig.88  Thermal Pool

Fig.89  Cold Water Plunge
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Water tactility and Time

Related to the touch experience, it is further connected to the exploratory experience which is the haptic perception of water. To add to the theoretical understanding, 
Haptic System is considered including the entire body rather than just touch instruments. Haptic perception has a close relationship with the touch and feeling of water 
on our skin. It is not enough to touch the water surface but rather moving through it and experience it in totality. In this way the skin feels the viscosity, temperature and 
wetness that form the whole experience. The haptic system involves all sensations and the aspects of physical detection both inside and outside the body. Therefore, haptic 
sense engages us with the three dimensional world.

Water tactility is not only seen in the water itself but also the materials affected by water in different ways like being wet or eroded by time. In this way. Water promotes the 
physical and poetic relation between architecture and climate by introducing a combined tactile and natural approach to creation. As natural materials express aging, one 
can relate to the mortality of materials. As a powerful element, it initiates the experience of time through the touch sense. This is projected in how objects get eroded by 
the flow of water overtime creating this natural look and texture to its material expressing time which we can feel through skin. Another aspect could be seen in how water 
reacts with different materials changing its tactile character such as wet wood feels softer than dry wooden platforms.

As Juhani Palasmaa said: “Materials and surfaces have a language of their own. Stone speaks of its distant geological origins, its durability and inherent symbolism of 
permanence; brick makes one think of earth and fire, gravity and the ageless traditions of construction; bronze evokes the extreme heat of its manufacture, the ancient 
processes of casting and the passage of time as measured in its patina. Wood speaks of its two existences and time scales; its first life as a growing tree and the second as a 
human artifact made by the caring hand of a carpenter or cabinetmaker. These are all materials and surfaces that speak pleasurably of time.”

Fig.90  Wet Wooden Platform 

Fig.91  Change in Concrete Texture by Water
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Swimming as a Public Space - Reactivating intimate feelings

Urban swimmers are conscious of the local environment by developing their own emotional bond to the place. Depending on the setting, time, or season, this sensation can 
be unique each time. Such encounters will establish a mutual recollection of curiosity and determination, encapsulating a particular space and moment of time.

As a result of being in touch with water, people within their cities achieve better understanding of the natural world. You experience the warmth of the water while diving 
and you can see the animals. You touch the seaweed, you feel the natural sea water, you hear the splashing sound. Many of the senses reconcile with the world, as well as 
the childhood feelings and memories. This may be one of the most important activities in the city and can build new bonds between humans and environment.

Water-related development initiatives show one means of activating and expanding underused spaces. It is a medium which attracts people of all kinds around a natural 
aquatic playground. The shared public swimming activity acts as a forum for engaging discussion about the sustainability of the environment and our use of it. Indeed, as 
Christie Pearson and Sandra Rechico1 have expressed, “pools are valuable as landmarks within communities for the gathering spaces they offer and the public play activities 
they support. They are also valuable as a system within the city, linking communities together and celebrating our shared water resources.”2

Pools act as a reflection to society; a spot where people may appreciate themselves, and where the true and the imaginary merge. It marks the very edge of possibility, as 
it is both a man-made element and something that man cannot be contain.

The water pool promotes an emotionally dynamic culture where people enjoy the freedom provided by swimming pools. This also serves as a reminder and a link to green 
and blue infrastructures, because it is a place that reflects democratic sensibility.

Swimming is the most popular form of water-activity in a pool. Passing through water, a human has become a member of a radically different universe while swimming. The 
water envelops the body while swimming and, whenever the person is running, they can detect the water on their bodies. This impact is magnified when a person opens 
his or her eyes under water. They cannot see as clearly, but can feel the water washing across their eyes. Hearing is often affected underwater; quiet noises are very low, 
while metallic noises are much louder. Being immersed in water has a significant impact on the senses, which doesn’t happen on the ground. For instance, while they are 
on ground, humans never sense the air on their skin the way they experience the sea. 

1 Christie Pearson and Sandra Rechico, “Wading,” exhibition catalogue for “The Wade Collective,” 2007.
2 Moracchini, Vincent. n.d. “The Pleasure of Diving in Public Spaces : The Experimental Urban Swimming,” 189–91.

Fig.92  Excitement and enjoyment of urban swimming in Zurich, Switzerland
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Fig.93  Piscine du Rhône, Lyon du Rhône, France
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LEÇA OCEAN POOL / ALVARO SIZA - Sense of intuition

Throughout his work, Siza seeks to explore the essence that is naturally formed and not rationally deduced. He aims for intuitive and empirical designs stimulated by art 
in relation to architecture. In his practice he achieves a distinct ability to reunite with nature building a harmonious memory and experience through intuition. Thus, he 
achieves what he calls ‘Unlock the mind’.

Supporting evidence for both the edge of reflection and the pool of mystery is the Leça Swimming Pools designed by Álvaro Siza. This site’s integration between the edge and 
the pool is achieved by a careful reconciliation between nature’s edges and the man-made public pool design. The public pool is intentionally camouflaged by the ocean’s 
edge. This enriches the swimmer’s experience of the expanse, yet obscures the man-made pool design.

“The project not only designs an exact spatial concept, but controls the time of its fruition. In this sense, use is associated with movement in a process that unfolds in four 
dimensions, not just drawing on space but extending beauty to the forefront of motion and life”.1

 
Located between the Atlantic Ocean and the road, the pool is hidden by sinking the access building below the road. This disconnects the pools from the infrastructure and 
enables the ocean views from the roadway.

The pools extend into the ocean and blends with the natural form of the coastline. As visitors descend down the concrete ramp, they pass through corridors leading to 
changing rooms and pool facilities with their views over the ocean and traffic being obscured. With no visual connection to the ocean, the transition becomes audible 
through the reflecting walls of the ramp and hence builds the sensory experience that builds the intuition and excitement to reach the pool.

Moving towards the ocean after descending, water becomes the dominant view and the pools are submerged into the ocean. Turning your back to the ocean, the building 
makes an appearance with its different shaded of concrete walls that juxtapose the building from the natural stones.

From all angles, the water level is equal in both the pool and the ocean creating the visual connection between Siza’s pool and the natural Ocean. The ocean’s edge is blurred 
to enhance the swimmer’s feeling of the vast blue ocean and simultaneously blurring the edge between man made and natural forms. Finally, Siza demonstrates the con-
nection with natural through adapting his design to the principles of the ocean tide while still maintaining the modernity of the construction.

1 Tavares, Miguel C. Piscina Na Praia De Leça = A Pool on the Beach. Lisboa: A A Books, 2016.

Fig.94  Leca Ocean Pool
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Fig.95  Perspectives while accessing the pools
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Tainan Spring / MVRDV - Dipping in history

Tainan Spring presents a possibility for unused shopping malls that are now replaced by online shopping. The project aims at reusing a site that was occupied by an 
abandoned China Town Mall in the west central district in Taiwan along with its huge underground parking garage. The underground parking level has been transformed 
from a place being used just for cars into a sunken public swimming plaza dominated by an urban pool surrounded by a shadowed arcade from pre-existing parking 
structure. The pool aims to be a perfect gathering place for all seasons: the water level changes in response to the rains, and in hot summers mist sprayers reduce the local 
temperature providing a welcoming and relaxing atmosphere to visitors.

The large sunken pool is an innovative way to create the sense of history and make children swim in the ruins of the past. The project idea does not only aim to visually 
represent the history of this location, but also attach people emotionally to the place through their lived experience and thus re-engaging them with nature and life. 

Fig.96  Reusing underground parking structure to create shaded areas

Fig.97  Plan of underground parking after intervention

Fig.98  Internal Corridors of Pre-existing China Town Mall
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Fig.99  A half-abandoned shopping and entertainment complex in Tainan

Fig.100  Underground parking of mall after intervention
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Swimming in Barcelona - The meeting point

Barcelona has been the best example for cities hosting the Olympic games, for its great efforts in urban planning and regeneration. The huge transformation of the city 
nowadays, is traced back to the 1992 plans for the Olympic games preparation. The amount of work done took 6 years while in normal conditions would have spent decades 
to be accomplished. Pasqual Maragall, Barcelona’s mayor at that time, stressed on the importance of improving public spaces and solving the economic and social issues of 
the city. Barcelona’s economy did not improve immediately since the plan depended on a long-term profit after the Olympic games in contrast to other hosting cities. This 
way of thinking was highly studied by the architects and urban planners at that time.

For the residents, the games were more than a sports event, it was about the urban transformation and the improvement of the living conditions within the city. Moreover, 
the planning aimed to increase the population of tourists to the country too. In this way, Barcelona being a city famous for its art and architecture, wanted to stamp its name 
on the map and change the image of industrial Barcelona to the new cultural and touristic city with all its history and cultural facilities.

The major project from that time was the development of the seafront by regaining the access to water from the industrial beach to create the ‘marine façade’ with the 
sunny beaches acting as the main public space for the city. After recovering more than 100 hectares of land and introducing residential units on the waterfront with public 
facilities, the seafront became an attraction point for tourists to experience the water and swimming.

The beach previously consisted of industries, storage warehouses and connected to a commercial port. The existence of the railway connecting these areas eliminated 
the access to the waterfront by any means, hence dividing the city. Antonio Bonet Castellana proposed the Olympic village to be located on the seaside area, which later 
led to the regeneration of the whole coastline. This came in opposite to the initial location in the suburbs of Valles which would have been cheaper and more economic. 
But as a result of this sacrifice, Barcelona has benefitted more on the long term after many years of the waterfront being invaded by the huge industrial structures. Finally, 
the city was opened to the Mediterranean sea and the ugly industrial beaches are now the main public space for relaxation and a main attraction destination for tourists. 

Fig.101  Barcelona waterfront after the Olympics ‘92

Fig.102  Barcelona waterfront before the Olympics ‘92
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Fig.103  Map of restricted waterfront zones

Barcelona Waterfront - Main Waterscape

The waterfront has become an attraction point to all architects to create new redevelopment projects, helping cities pass from their industrial heritage to their new image 
as contemporary places to live and work. All around the world, cities are rethinking their urban waterfronts as a distinctive promoter for social, economic and physical 
development of the urban frame. The reuse of industrial sites creates new opportunities for connection with the water’s edge, to provide more spaces that contribute to 
recreating a city’s identity and international image. 

Barcelona’s beaches, with their unique characteristics that make them so appealing, have been the city’s largest public space in the last few years. Beaches are wide open 
air places where we can come into touch with the water, and where we can get to learn about aquatic biodiversity as well. All of this is achievable on Barcelona’s beaches 
and can be experienced throughout the year. 

However, in the case of Barcelona, there still remains critical areas on the water front where people are not able to have the complete sensual contact with water and rather 
it stays just as a visual image lacking the involvement of other senses. These areas are critical because they are closest to the busy urban life but occupied by the industrial 
port, while other areas along the waterfront have established many ways to connect man to water through the whole experience.

The reclaimed water front is now used as beaches for tourists with supporting services and public areas overlooking the sea such as shopping malls, cafes and restaurants 
etc. Moreover, recent interventions do not only include the traditional beaches for swimming but also other ways of modifying the edge that teleports man from land to 
water with different encounters.
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Barcelona’s history has been strongly related to the sea ever since its beginning. Over the ages, due to 
the excessive interaction between sea and ground, the coastline has changed.

The modern city developed trading ties by sea but, with time, the city have witnessed a increasing need 
for further interaction with the sea, beyond purely merchant and fishing.

Through the years Barcelona’s residents have been increasingly drawn to sea swimming, surfing and 
sailing events. The renovation of the city’s waterfront, started in the 1980’s, represented a historic 
improvement and has made the beaches part of our everyday lives.

Today the coastal area of Barcelona is a built-up urban landscape. It is the landscape of the people that 
stands out for its beaches that are now part of a city ‘s history. Like most of its other public spaces, the 
beaches are conveniently accessible and incorporated into the city. These beaches enables the switching 
between  the urban city and the natural open world of the sea.

It was usually stated that the city lived to the sea with its back. This statement is probably not true 
though. Barcelona has never given up on its position as a coastal city. The various projects from the end 
of the 19th century to the start of the twentieth century to strengthen the waterfront as a public area 
for sport or cultural events, the city’s unquestionable and deep connection with its port and fishing 
activities, and the perseverance of coastal neighborhoods with their own identity and maritime customs, 
indicate that the city’s longstanding friendship with the sea and its beaches never ended.

The launch of many bathing facilities  on the beaches of Barcelona illustrates the increasing need for this 
form of establishments. Through the years some of these facilities have declined while some still stayed 
active until far into the 20th century.

Bathing in the open sea really is an experience in Barcelona at the moment. This had been time intensive 
to arrive to the beaches  until tram lines were installed, for example those connecting some of the baths.

The bathing facilities enabled swimmers to mix sea bathing with what was then referred to as the 
“banys de pila” (baths and pools). Several businesses provided extra facilities, including gymnasiums and 
tanning salons. An event that created considerable enthusiasm in the city was the “Oriental” baths of 
1872, a luxurious Arab-style construction that provided full facilities for bathing experience.

The innovative learning method, which revolutionized the school system in the city at the early 20th 
century, also acknowledged the value of living in accordance with nature and made the pursuit of 
water physical activity and sport part of the education curriculum.

The urban remodeling, which resulted from the 1992 Olympic Games, highlighted  the cleanup and 
reconstruction of the waterfront and the re-connection between the city and the sea.

As a result, a new sea front has been developed to host different activities with different characteristics in 
relation to purpose, planned use and surrounding demands. These areas have been divided to functions 
related to port authority and industrial use towards the south of Montjuïc, commercial and recreational 
spaces along the city’s boat harbors, sand beaches for swimming and lately sandless urban swimming 
interventions like the Forum bathing area in the northern edge of the city. All of these, however, have 
been designed with the aim to closely relate city’s coastline with the nearby districts and to integrate it 
as the city’s main public space.

Barcelona Beaches:
 1- Llevant
 2-Nova Mar Bella
 3- Mar Bella
 4- Bogatell
 5- Nova Icària
 6- Somorrostro
 7- Barceloneta
 8- Sant Miquel
 9- Sant Sebastià
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Sand Beaches - Platja de la Barceloneta

Barceloneta Beach is 422 meters wide, and one of the city’s largest and popular 
beaches. It is one of the choices for international tourists and marine activity 
seekers. The water edge is easily accessible and connected with the city through the 
Barceloneta neighborhood.

There are porches out on the shore where the services and facilities are situated, 
a building intended to promote exposure to the beach and the marine life by 
encouraging sport and recreation inclusive activity.

The beach cross section works on providing different levels to allow more people 
to enjoy the horizon. This is achieved by integrating a street level promenade that 
accommodates restaurants and recreation services below the pedestrians walking 
adjacent to the sea. Moreover, people are free and encouraged to come closer to 
the sea and even dip into the water at all times of the day without any restrictions.

Water experience should not be prioritized for a specific class or category of public. To 
prevent this issue, Platja de la Barceloneta stresses on accommodating diversity and 
being accessible for all users specially people with disabilities. 

This beach contains wooden walkways that reach as close to the water (although it 
would in no way contact because the waves would flow over), an integrated locker 
space, a nearby chair shower and a moving crane. Each of that helps those who use 
it to access the water safely through the cooperation of professionals, who support 
people.

However, due to the climate change and the difference in tides throughout the year, 
beaches require continuous maintenance to stay in their desired shape. 

Developed to protect the coastline of the city and to prevent deterioration of sand 
due to storms at sea. This initiative includes improving the coastline to ensure the 
protection of sandy beaches, as well as the safety of water for the community. The 
goal was to introduce the appropriate steps which would contribute to a successful 
conservation of all Barcelona beaches.

CITY PROMENADE SAND BEACH

MorningBeach coastline Daytime Night Beach occupancy on 
a hot summer day
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Fig.104  Coast of Forum Baths

Urban Sea Swimming - Forum Bathing Area / Beth Galí 

The Forum Baths by Beth Gali, situated on the other side from the city center aims to integrate the urban swimming using the Sea water. It is a modern idea to sandless 
beaches, with two controlled, shallow zones. The project consists of a series of artificial reefs along the seafront forming a safe swimming area protected from storms and 
to create a zone for sports and leisure activities. The sea comes close to the Forum esplanade, and the zones for aquatic activities interlink with those of the esplanade and 
the leisure port. A piece of land is displaced toward the sea and is singularized as an island. The project succeeds to explore the qualities of water as we move from the coast 
to the island to the sea and experiencing water through all senses of the body as we dip in it.

Five major, artificial dunes define the design of the park and the bath. The dunes are surrounded by foliage and crescent-shaped concrete paves the surface of the pathways 
of the park, offering the landscape a highly sculptural contrast between the horizontal and sloping planes.

In other words, the bath mimics the edge of beach with a more controlled environment that provides a sheltered atmosphere to ensure safety for swimmers. Moreover, the 
use of steps and tiling for platform eases movement into and out of the water and highlights the feeling of the edge between land and sea.

CITY PARC DELS AUDITORIS FORUM BATH WATER SHELTER FROM SEA CURRENTS
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SEACITY PUBLIC SPACE PORT VELL SHOPPING MALL AND COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES

Boats Harbor and Recreation - Moll de la Fusta / Port Vell

During the Roman period the first port of the city was built in this location. Nowadays, it is a popular walkway along the sea since its renovation for the 1992 Olympic 
Games, and has been completely incorporated into the sea. 

This coastal walkway takes connects between the city center, Barceloneta neighborhood, the Maremágnum shopping center and the viewpoint of Columbus, as well 
as a variety of other emblematic locations. The harbor dock  is  a busy spot where people move on their way to nearby Maremágnum center, El Born and La Rambla 
entertainment centers.

This part of the waterfront mainly acts as an extension to the city center on the seaside with shopping mall and many restaurants and cafes overlooking the water edge. 
The water edge consists of no physical restricting elements preventing interaction with water. However, due to the boat movement and contamination of the water, users 
are psychologically limited from getting close to the water and as a result it is just perceived visually and audially. Thus, the water edge here plays the role of a border 
between humans and water. Therefore, its a border perception that limits the complete experience.

Fig.105  Moll de la Fusta
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Ferry and Cruise Terminals - Terminal Ferry de Barcelona

The ferry terminal of Barcelona is considered the closest water edge to the natural hill of Montjuïc. Although it is situated very close to the city center, the area only 
serves its purpose of ferry docking and boarding with no other users. The terminal serves ferries that connect between Barcelona and the Balearic Islands for tourists and 
residents. In order to facilitate boarding, the terminal provides a huge area along the coastline for car parking services waiting to board into the ships.

Although it is easily connected for pedestrians to the city and Montjuïc through a tunnel bellow the Ronda Litoral, visitors do not get the opportunity to interact with 
water. At this part of the waterfront, the terminal authority operates on 100 meters of land depth from the sea with security. As a result, residents are prevented to get 
close to water by physical barriers. These barriers do not only disable physical interaction with water but also visual and audial when cars and trucks are overtaking the 
seafront.

SEA TERMINAL AUTHORITYRONDA LITORALPASSEIG JOSEP CARNERMONTJUÏC

Image capture: Aug 2019 © 2020 Google

Street View

Barcelona, Catalonia

 Google

1 Moll de Sant Bertran

Fig.106  Ferry Terminal Parking area
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Port and Industry - Cargill Solid Port

As we go southern of the city on the coastline, we get further from the water till it disappears. This is due to the industries and port authority areas that operate on 
large pieces of land directly connected to the sea. However, the port of Barcelona is of high importance to the city and the country as it is well supplied by infrastructure 
making it Spain’s third and Europe’s ninth largest container port being a main source of trade and income.

The Cargill Solid port not only stores containers but also provide specialized facilities for production and storage of grains and construction materials. This area attracts no 
users except port workers and trucks, hence, the physical barrier highly prevents any unauthorized access to the waterfront to maintain its security and main activity. 

ROAD CONNECTION PORT AUTHORITY AND INDUSTRIES SEA

Fig.107  Cargill Port
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Swimming in Harbor

Through transforming the old commercial harbor into an integrated living and leisure venue, the tradition of harbor swimming has been influential in aligning and shaping 
a sequence of larger environmental transitions related to the city’s water systems, industrial activities, economic growth and global marketing. It is important to establish a 
navigational conceptualization of urban transition processes through a study of the processes over which swimming in the harbour arose as a transformative urban practice. 

As a perfect applicable example similar to the harbor of Barcelona, the harbor baths in Copenhagen are some of the most popular summer destinations for locals and 
tourists alike, and the port of Copenhagen is an important element when it comes to presenting the city as one of the world’s most sustainable capitals. Many European 
cities have nearby urban beaches, but in Copenhagen you can also swim and fish in the old industrial harbor of the region, close to the city center, without causing any 
danger to your safety, even if the water was not so much contaminated several years ago. This phenomenon is not limited to Copenhagen. Paris, Zurich, among other major 
cities already have very successful harbour baths, while London, Melbourne, New York, Boston and others are in the process of planning theirs.1

It is important to start considering the different implementations possible for the port of Barcelona specially that beaches are a main touristic attraction of the city. However 
due to the climate change and sea level rise, beaches around the world are shrinking and are expected to disappear in the near future.

1 Jensen, Jens Stissing, Erik Hagelskjær Lauridsen, Chiara Farné Fratini, and Birgitte Hoffmann. 2015. “Harbour Bathing and the Urban Transition of Water in 
Copenhagen: Junctions, Mediators, and Urban Navigations.” Environment and Planning A 47 (3): 554–70. https://doi.org/10.1068/a130132p.

Fig.108  Aarhus Harbor Bath / BIG
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In the last 16 years, Copenhagen has constructed four harbour baths, or facilities that allow people to swim directly in Copenhagen’s harbour waters. Following decades of 
clean-up efforts including rerouting wastewater, building overflow barriers, creating underground water-storage vessels, and daily water quality monitoring, Islands Brygge 
Harbour Bath opened and became an instant architectural icon. It was followed by Fisketorvet, the Kalvebod Waves and Sluseholmen.

More than a mere source of entertainment, they are a joyous way of connecting people of all ages and abilities to their urban waterfront.

In the Aarhus Harbor Bath BIG provides a new way for public water enjoyment all seasons. Working with Jan Gehl, the aim was to maximize urban life along the harbor with 
minimum built structures. The bath extends from land into the harbor waters to contain different types of pools accommodate diverse activities and people. The swimmers 
have the opportunity to dip in the diving pool, children’s pool, lap pool or even enjoy a sauna or a thermal bath. Users also get the chance to enjoy the view over the  horizon 
without getting wet using the viewing platform integrated in the structure. 

Aarhus Bath provides visitors and residents with a highly engaging waterfront experience not just for swimming but also extending the public space into the water breathing 
new life into the industrial port area.

Similarly, the Kalvebod Waves designed by JDS + KLAR aims to introduce a large spectrum of public activities allowing the city to regain its connection to the harbor. The 
project integrates with public facilities overlooking the waterfront such as the Black Diamond Library and Nykredit building. Hence, it not only acts as an amusement water 
park but also gives companies, organizations and fairs a location along the waterfront. 

The project consists of two plazas extending into the water with the southern plaza accommodating supporting facilities to host events related to the creative industry. In 
relation with the waterfront, a sheltered pool is formed encouraging various water related activities. This water space allows people to enjoy their break from the hectic 
urban life with relaxation and solitude.

The platform is raised above water with two concrete piers provide docking for boats and canoes with deck areas encouraging sunbathing on benches. The promenade is 
designed on different levels offering different ways of experiencing water and creating different heights for diving into the water. Consequently, the levelled platform builds 
a dynamic and active atmosphere to the waterfront and attracts more visitors into the water.

Fig.109  Mixticity and diversity 
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Fig.110  Leveling and playfulness collage 

Fig.111  Kalvebod Waves / JDS + KLAR





The Terminal 
Baths4



terminal
[ tur-muh-nl ]

noun
noun: terminal; plural noun: terminals; noun: terminal figure; plural noun: terminal figures

1. a departure and arrival building for passengers.

2. a point of connection for closing a circuit.

Circuit here referring to the complicated relationship between man and surrounding which is 
connected through water (point).
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Hypothesis

My thesis aims to explore the qualities of water as an expressive element in contemporary design to create poetic spaces in 
modern contemporary cities. These explorations help in obtaining a language of form depending on the phenomenology of 
water: the physical nature of water, the metaphysical nature of water, and interaction between water and other elements in 
design. 

The necessity for transportation and harbors led to the emergence of the waterfront in port cities. Industrial development in 
Barcelona often occurred at the water’s edge. When the industrial era passed by, the edges of the city still occupied warehouses 
and factories with many human abandoned storage areas that were used to serve the non-living, hence, deprived of any forms of 
life or living experiences. Cities like Barcelona realized its water’s edge as a great asset. By reviving the connection to the water’s 
edge from the city center and reintegrating the urban life into these areas port cities gain back its lost identity. A city should 
preserve water’s edge with a primary aim of developing active open spaces and preventing inaccessible privatization.  

I believe that designs related to water have an important role in capturing the true essence of phenomenology through 
maximizing the experience for human encounter with his/her environment. One should experience the phenomenon of water 
along with its relationship with land and the horizon to reconnect ‘being’ back to its nature. 

Concept

Through the implementation in a real site, I hope to illustrate and test my hypothesis about water and design. The successive 
redesign of the site aims for the expression of the changing borders. In contrast to infilling water to increase land, I tend to 
develop the site by removing land to reclaim water. The main idea aims to provide a stage for water to perform, communicating 
and entertaining the users of the space. It acts as an urban courtyard, giving a new identity and function to the site. By using 
buildings to enclose a claimed zone of water, I can provide enjoyment for people at the harbor seafront. Therefore, the main 
concept is to create an integrated architecture and landscape design that offering a wide range dramatic experiences that 
target all the sense in different ways allowing the inhabitants to meet water at multiple scales with forms through my research. 
Moreover creating a narrative journey through the city where the surroundings communicate to the body through its senses.

 “ Architects do not invent anything, they just transform conditions”.

-Alvaro Siza
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Site Significance

Similar to many seafronts, things left on the edge of this part of Barcelona Port are 
among others undeveloped areas like the parking space facing the splendid view of 
the water used to temporarily store cars for boarding into ferries serving the existing 
Barcelona Terminal. In my design I try to benefit of the waterfront’s richness in 
sensory experiences. The design will address the dimension of natural elements such 
as the water shimmering in sun- light, and its shape and figure, the sky and the wind. 
The project hopefully gives meaning to the larger context while revitalizing use in the 
lifeless site. The immediate surroundings have the following elements: 
While the seafront is being transformed to recreational spaces like Port-Vell, the rest 
of the harbor is still industrial. As it exists, the site itself is devoted to port use. 

The site is considered highly valuable to the city due to several reasons but has been 
always occupied by cars for temporary parking for the  ferry terminal.

Direct visual connection with Sea and Montjuïc

Visible by many means:
 Arrivals from Ships boarding in terminal 
 Montjuïc and Hotel
 Travellers by Fenicular
 Easy pedestrian connection from surrounding neighborhood

Genius loci of site

The site consists of objects with repeated elements, like the network of orthogonal 
lines, grids, with different orders, coming from a different time, creating a collage 
of systems. These objects consist of the high columns lifting long elevated corridors 
that act as a gangway for the ships, the open frames of the concrete multi storey 
car parking, the ongoing pitches of the warehouses and also a teleferic station that 
connects with the top of Montjuïc and the beach of Barceloneta. Independent, 
yet full of detail structures, make up a scene of ordered complexity that lacks the 
harmony of the human lived experience. 
Sounds in the site include that of the seagulls flying over the surface of the water 
in winter, the sound of silence and nature from Montjuïc, and the periodic sound 
of water waves crashing against land during the embarkment of ferries to pick up 
travelers.

Phenomenology from within

Following the notion of a phenomenology from within, that unlocks the door and 
approaches the within. The project deals with different pars of the city as different 
rooms in a house, where the industrial area being a dark locked room that attracts 
no life. Hence, the urban courtyard implemented inside the room unlocks it and 
act as a discovered treasure that draws life unconsciously to it through a sensory 
journey evoking imagination.

Dark Locked Room

Unlocked Towards Sea
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La Rambla

Avinguda del Paral·lel

Montjuïc

BARCELONA PORT AREA

Walking through the 
port streets, we get a spirit 

of daily life and hard work. Moreover, we start 
feeling alienated in the presence of the machinery 

and unusual forms of the city. We lose our sense of scale and freedom with a 
genius loci that dominates and restricts us and gives more liberty to machinery 
and formal grid structures.

The genius loci of wandering the green routes of Montjuïc 
connects us to nature. Along with the historical monuments 
that reminds us of the background and history of the place 
and makes us relive part of it as we 
perceive it.

Movement in a city center creates an experience of 
formality and busy life. This is represented in the grids 
surrounding us and the system which is followed throughout 
our perceptions. As we grasp the essence of the place, we become 
connected to the people around us . We start hearing the sounds 
of people, shops, vehicles etc. and capturing every detail through 
our senses, building in our minds the spirit with its cultural 
and historic character

GENIUS LOCI TRANSITION
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La Rambla

Walking through the 
port streets, we get a spirit 

of daily life and hard work. Moreover, we start 
feeling alienated in the presence of the machinery 

and unusual forms of the city. We lose our sense of scale and freedom with a 
genius loci that dominates and restricts us and gives more liberty to machinery 
and formal grid structures.

Movement in a city center creates an experience of 
formality and busy life. This is represented in the grids 
surrounding us and the system which is followed throughout 
our perceptions. As we grasp the essence of the place, we become 
connected to the people around us . We start hearing the sounds 
of people, shops, vehicles etc. and capturing every detail through 
our senses, building in our minds the spirit with its cultural 
and historic character

The missing link is the part where the city connects with 
Montjuïc and meets the humanly abandoned port area. The 
isolation of this area creates an intimate refuge from the busy 
life of the city while being connected to it, providing a lot of 
opportunities for discovery and surprise and reshaping of land 
to feel the intimacy and freedom of our body with the water 
edge. The aim is to gradually bring the body closer to water and 
connect with it’s genius loci on a sensory journey beyond vision 
as Juhani Pallasmaa says “we tend to close off the distancing 
sense of vision we close the eyes when dreaming, listening to 
music, or caressing our beloved ones.” So it is a way to sensually 
engage with water and nature away from the distracting life 
while still being connected on other levels to the city.

Hence achieving the transition of genius loci on the whole 
journey, creating a more pleasurable exploring experience of 
the city.

Barcelona Port Vell

The Ferry Terminal

Exploring the water edge in Port Vell, we sense 
the calmness of water and its powers on us. 

We still experience it with our eyes and ears 
and never feel the actual intimacy we share 
with water and nature. Hence its a mixture 
between the spirit of the city and the  water 
edge.
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URBAN AMBIANCE DEVICES CHART
This chart highlights the urban devices that unconsciously affect our 
experience. Although we notice them as just our background, we are highly 
influenced by them as they form the largest portion of our ambience as we 
transition through the city. Moreover, the chart displays how these devices 
have been used to connect the different spirits to complete the spirit of the 
project.
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Historical Analysis of Site

Fig.112  Land Usage 

Fig.113  History of site
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1- EXISTING PUBLIC SPACE FOR WORLD TRADE CENTER 

3- EXISTING UNUSED PUBLIC SPACE ATTACHED TO WAREHOUSE

4- FENCED PARKING AREA FOR TERMINAL 

2- PUBLIC SPACE AND ENTRANCE TO TERMINAL USED BY TRAVELLERS

5- EXISTING UNUSED PUBLIC SPACE AT ENTRANCE TO PORT

6- ABANDONED TUNNEL UNDER THE HIGHWAY TO MONTJUÏC
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Urban strategies

My urban strategies include establishing continuities of the context in the following categories:

1- Physical Continuity 
• Connect the project to the city fabric and centers of activities
• Connect and maintaining the functionality of existing infrastructure

2- Programmatic Continuity
• Transforming the site into a cultural complex with a mixed-use additions to the multi 
storey garage on the edge to generate activity

3- Visual Continuity
• Maintain a distant dialogue with Montjuïc which can be experienced from the site.

4- Continuity of the Open Space System
• Integrate the water park as part of the open space network, to fill in this missing piece of 
the development from the city center to Montjuïc through the  waterfront experience.

Integration of Architecture and the Modern Landscape
• The design tries to integrate architecture and landscape by reflecting the plan of the 
landscape in three-dimensional form.

1

1

432
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Design principles

1- Juxtapose Geometries
Inspired by the design principles of Le Corbusier’s architecture to set up a 
curvilinear form against a straight line to juxtapose the geometries in the 
following:
• The parking garage against the curved edges of the landscape
• The curve of the waters edge against the straight water edge of 
the ferry wharf

2- Temporal Versus Permanent
• One of the temporal aspects of the site is the infilling and 
emptiness from cars as they board into the ferries. 
• A temporal aspect in the aim of the project is the temporary 
exclusion from daily worries and the invasion of modern technologies when 
being submerged in water with only a swim suit and some friends

3- Design an Experiential Movement Pattern
• Offer playfulness and movement to go above, below, around, 
and through water.

3- Connect Spaces Horizontally and Vertically
• Connecting spaces horizontally and vertically through the 
interplay between plan and section.

4- Changing Edge Phenomenon
Edge is a straight line in section and invisible from a plan view. By eliminating 
the straight edge and leveling it, a change in water level will mean a change 
shoreline and appearance of specific spaces under the water surface. The 
different levels can thus exhibit the level changes of water due to the 
natural phenomena of tide and precipitation. It adds delight to the visitor 
who will find the water come up to a different level changing accessibility, 
during different periods of time. 

1

2

3

4
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Site Development

As a first phase of the project is to increase the capacity of the existing multi storey garage to accommodate more cars and store them on a vertically and not horizontally. 
This is achieved by introducing an extra level in addition to a small double storey extension as an additional wing that can facilitate entrance and exit through the existing 
car ramp without causing congestion. At this phase, the project would achieve the needs of the terminal without the risk of future expansion as the existing area suites 
the ferry capacity and their schedule.

As a result of this stacking of cars, a huge area has been cleared for future interventions and creating a courtyard on the waterfront in the port area. Therefore, additional 
supporting buildings are designed with accessible roofs that can allow pedestrian entry and exit from the garage that can serve the passengers as a waiting area before 
boarding their sea journey. These additional buildings also help in maintaining the security of the garage by activating its facade and restricting accessibility into the high 
security area. Consequently, the courtyard can host the water park while maintaining the main terminal use, and hence people are attracted to this safe zone with a 
closer connection to the water.
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Design
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Lap pool for professional 
and swimming classes 
with a depth of 2.00m.

Elevated thermal pool for winter swimming and 
health care with a ranging depth from 1.50m to 
3.00m. Heating machinery and maintenance of 

the pool is accessible from the elevated platform 
overlooking the pool.

Kids area marks the entrance of the 
park from the city with its embodied 

enjoyment. 

Diving pool for divers with a depth of 
4.00m.

Sea pool aims to be a social pool for all 
ages and diversity. Inspired by the ancient 

bath houses, urban seatings integrated 
inside the pool to gather people together. 

Water from the sea is naturally filtered with 
minimum chemical usage to prevent skin problems 

and capture the natural sensation and benefits of sea 
water. The pool depth slopes from the edge to mimic 

the entry to the sea and ranges up to 2.50m towards the sea.

Vertical 
fountains for 

enjoyment and playing 
with the water jets and a 

depth of 0.15m to improve 
movement and running with a 

rough surface to prevent falling and 

Sauna 
and steam 

compartments for 
health needs and bathing 

Kids pool with a playground 
and low jumping platforms for 

children and a depth ranging 
from 0.50m to 1.00m.
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4321
LANDSCAPE TEXTURES
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WITH WATER PROXIMITY
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WATER STREAMS FLOWING TOWARDS THE 
POOLS, ACTIVATE THE HEARING SENSES 
DRAWING PEOPLE INTO MOVEMENT AND 
AFFECTING THE SURROUNDING MICRO 
CLIMATE AND SMELL OF THE AIR

FLOWING WATER WITH THE SLOPE 
ACTIVATES THE HEARING SENSE 
AND ACTS AS A WHITE NOISE THAT 
ELIMINATES THE NOISE FROM CARS.

THE HUMAN IS SEEN AS A 
GROUP OF SENSES THAT 
WORK TOGETHER WITH 
THE ENVIRONMENT TO 
DEVELOP THE INTIMATE 
CONNECTION OF THE 
LIVED EXPERIENCE

SENSORY JOURNEY WITH WATER



ENJOYING THE VIEW OF THE HORIZON 
WHILE WARMING THE BODY IN A 
THERMAL POOL WHILE SMELLING AND 
TASTING THE SALT IN THE AIR FROM 
THE SEA DUE TO THE HEIGHTENED 
SENSE OF SMELL IN HOT WATERS.

THE FEELING OF BEING ELEVATED 
ABOVE WATER WHILE STANDING ON 
GROUND PROVIDE PEOPLE WITH 
INTIMATE CONTACT WITH WATER 
THROUGH FISHING AND THE SOUND 
OF WATER LAPPING AGAINST THE 
STRUCTURE.

A COLD WATER FALL THAT ACTS AS 
A SHOWER BEFORE DIPPING INTO 
THE COLD POOL AS A RITUAL OF THE 
ROMAN BATHING HOUSE, COOLS 
DOWN THE BODY TEMPERATURE 
AFTER A HOT SAUNA TO MAKE YOU 
READY. CHILDREN ARE DRAWN INTO 
PLAYING UNDER WATER AND FEELING 
IT FALL ON THEIR BODIES AND THE 
SOUND OF THE WATER FALL HELPS IN 
SOOTHING THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
REDUCING NOISES

DEVELOPING A SIXTH SENSE OF SECURITY AND ISOLATION TO 
MEDITATE AND RETOUCH THE SOUL WHEN SURROUNDED BY 
WATER  ON ALL SIDES WITH THE VIEW OVER THE HORIZON 
WHILE TASTING THE SEA AROMA AND HEARING THE SOFT 
WAVES CRASHING ACROSS THE EDGES. WITH EVERY HIGH 
AND LOW TIDE, THE PLATFORMS DISAPPEAR AND RE-APPEAR 
WITH A NEW MARK OF TIME AS WATER STARTS ERODING 
THE SURFACE SLOWLY RECONNECTING US SPIRITUALLY TO 
TIME THROUGH THE SURFACE TEXTURE.

IN-WATER SEATINGS ALLOW PEOPLE TO 
INTERACT TOGETHER AND SOCIALIZE 
WHILE BEING DIPPED IN WATER.

A WAY TO LET PEOPLE ENJOY 
SURROUNDINGS WHILE RELAXING 
INSIDE THE WATER GIVES ANOTHER 
EXPERIENCE OF THE SERENE NATURE 
OF MONTJUÏC.
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HAZE NATURE INTIMACY HORIZON
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HORIZON RESISTANCE FLOW ATTRACTION
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GATHERING SERENITY DIVERSITY
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DIVERSITY EMBODIED ENJOYMENT LEVITATION
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LOW TIDE

CONNECTION TO TIME AND NATURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER
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HIGH TIDE
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EMPTY TERMINAL

SENSE OF TEMPORALITY AND CHANGE 
OF BACKGROUND
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BOARDING FERRY
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Collective seapool urban seatings

Shaded area under viewing platform to enjoy the view of Montjuïc

Urban stepped seatings overlooking the pool complex blending with the horizon
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Health & Spa complex - Formal swimming pools

Garage building blurred by mixed use building serving the pools and users

Urban stepped seatings on the viewing platform overlooking the horizon and Montjuïc



Nowadays, the contrast between the definition of space and place is fading in recent works due to the 
rapid evolution taking place in many fields. As architects, we analyze the different conditions and are 
always linked to all these changing fields which affect our work constantly.

In that sense, every time has its own conditions that affect us humans either positively or negatively. 
It is the role of the architects to maintain this balance in the world and compensate for any loss. By 
this, we don’t emphasize only on our physical or architectural environment but also the relationship 
between this environment and the living being. When it comes to the human attachment, we are 
referring to the sense of place. Here comes the role of phenomenology in architecture to achieve 
this connection and build a strong emotional relationship. According to psychological studies, 
one’s interaction with the surroundings affects their own image. The panorama of experiences 
captured from the environment, shapes the sense of identity gained over lifetime interaction with 
the real world. In this manner, one’s environment forms a part of one’s biography in the way that 
the environment shapes their personality over time. Hence, learning from major philosophers and 
architects, we start to see more and add more to it achieving a stronger bond.

However, when we lose the sense of place, it is evident that architects are forgetting the essence 
and significance of the human context with their focus being drawn towards efficiency, quantity and 
modern developments creating inner constructional qualities more than outer living contexts. So, it 
is important to do our role as designers and examine the present environment and act upon it with 
consideration of the human evolution and understanding of their surroundings. Not just constructing 
spaces that occupy or store humans because humans and their place are linked to architecture. The 
sensations and lived experience of our environment should react together to restore this sensual 
relationship.

With the aim of achieving this goal in a contemporary way of thinking, I decided to enhance this bond 
and dialogue between man and place through the phenomenology of a single material which is water 
with its existence in our surrounding both as a man-made (artificial) and natural form sharing its 
qualities along both sides of the spectrum. We as humans, in our minds we always seek the comfort 
of nature and relaxation and tranquility of water with the need for modern day facilities which have 
taken over during the evolution. As I studied through my research, the dialogue is not about imitating 
spaces but rather understanding the urban necessities of the place with relation to our perception 
and needs.

Through the design exploration and case studies, the phenomenology of water has been manifested 
through integrated architecture and urban designs. This thesis aimed to explore the different 
principles regarding the phenomenology of water and this is how the design project communicated 
the hypothesis.

Conclusion



The following main principles demonstrated helped to achieve a wider understanding of the 
hypothesis.

- The use of phenomenology of water as a main generator of design in relation to its symbolic 
meanings and its changing properties with forms.

- The change and reclaiming of edge with a thorough understanding of the edge as the edge 
between land and water and the edge between the real world and the reflection. On a bigger scale 
it was studied in the case of the edge of the city of Barcelona with the Mediterranean Sea. In this 
manner, I analyzed the waterfront of Barcelona in terms of accessibility and evolution along with the 
different uses and modification of edge.

- The movement and sensual properties of water and its psychological effect on the space 
made. Several landscape and water features were examined to prove the research and juxtapose 
the sinuous qualities of water with man made forms. These varied from the solitude qualities to the 
celebratory aspects of active water designs.

- The interaction between water and the different factors such as lighting or materials. Other 
human aspects consider the position and how they interact with the water bodies. All this works 
together to invoke sensory experiences of water and building a public memory that attaches the 
human to the place.

Although this thesis proposes a scenario for Barcelona Terminal waterfront. The site attributes and 
context play a big role in expressing the meaning of place. However, the site chosen is in a port city 
surrounded with water, but water principles can be discussed at all scales from an ocean to a water 
droplet to act as a design generator.

Lastly, I would like to end my thesis with this quote by Steven Holl who relates to water in architecture 
as the phenomenal lens. 

“Anyone who has become entranced by the sound of water drops in the darkness of a ruin can attest 
to the extraordinary capacity of the ear to carve a volume into the void of darkness. The space traced 

by the ear becomes a cavity sculpted in the interior of the mind.”

Basically, saying that just hearing the drops of water even in a dark cave, carves the space into your 
memory and we are emotionally bonded to it.
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